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Chapter 441 - Last bait 

  

Jin Buhuan said in horror: “Boss, then I won’t sell it to him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Don’t, you can’t throw a net profit of 60,000 gold coins. The role of your 

potion war is not so great, and the role of skills and equipment is not so great. The real thing is that you 

can put These things pinch together the conductor. “ 

 

This theory of war was not put forward by Lu Yang. It was put forward by a great **** in the command 

world in the last generation. The four theories of level, equipment, medicine, and skills that ordinary 

players thought were necessary for war were rewritten by him. 

 

Jin Buchang blinked and didn’t understand, and asked, “Boss, what do you mean?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I mean that even if Bloodthirsty Batian bought 100,000 bottles of 

medicament, it is not very useful to me. How do you do business and how do you do business, how 

much do you buy Just sell him as much as he can, and he is not at the same level to fight me. “ 

 

Jin Buhuan said, “That … then, okay, I listen to you.” 

 

Lu Yang closed the intercom, sent a message to Tu Feng and asked, “How are our materials made?” 

 

“It will be completed in two days,” Tu Feng said. 

 

The materials on Han Zhong’s side can be finished within two days. Obviously, the best time for the war 

is two days later. 

 

“Tell my men that they must be completed within two days.” Lu Yang said. 

 



“Is Wang Teng going?” Tu Feng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You don’t care about this, you just need to arrange your staff.” 

 

“Okay,” Tu Feng said. 

 

For the time being, Lu Yang can’t let anyone be skeptical of gold. Now the Pharmacy Store of Song of 

Blood and Fire is aloof from all guilds. Any guild wants to fight or upgrade copies to find gold without 

buying bulk medicine. The relationship between him will be very troublesome. 

 

Turning off the interphone, Lu Yang continued to attack, and had been playing for more than 10 

minutes. 

 

System prompt: You killed Ummras 

 

You get 66098 experience 

 

Ummras’s huge body fell weakly to the ground, a flash of light flashed, Ummras’ body disappeared, and 

countless equipment fell to the ground. 

 

Lu Yang walked into the door, and all the space mages around the door were killed by the fire wall and 

fire dragon. 

 

Looking towards the ground. 

 

Black hole 

 

Type: Space Curse 

 

Cost: 3000 magic 



 

Distance: 2000 

 

Description: Create a black hole with a diameter of 100 yards, which will have a very strong attraction to 

the enemies within 1000 yards. The player who is sucked in will die instantly for 5 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but take a deep breath. He didn’t expect that the wasteland luck was so good. He 

killed a level 60 lord and blasted him this top-level space forbidden spell. 

 

Packed into the backpack, Lu Yang continued to search, it may be the system settings, after the 

explosion of a superb equipment, the other equipment must be garbage. 

 

Umlas’s other items are not good, just some potions, Lu Yang put away and looked at the items dropped 

by the space mage. 

 

Time and Space Barriers 

 

Type: Space Spell 

 

Cost: 2000 magic 

 

Distance: 1000 yards 

 

Description: Set a barrier with a diameter of 60 yards at the designated position. The existence time is 5 

minutes. The targets in the control circle cannot go out. The targets outside the circle cannot enter and 

cannot be broken. 

 

What Lu Yang wants most is this skill book. Hexagonal space-time barriers created out of nothing can cut 

the enemy’s team in an instant and let his side create a favorable offensive environment in a short time. 

 

Looking around carefully, Lu Yang found a total of 16 space-time barriers and 22 space college transfer 

certificates. 



 

After receiving the contents of the backpack, Lu Yang exited the mage tower, and then rode the Red 

Flame Lion King and ran towards the orc area. 

 

At this point, the space barrier between the two clans has disappeared. This was lifted after the last 

revision, but it was not announced. 

 

Lu Yang knew that he also saw it in the official book of the last life. 

 

System prompt: You have entered the orc territory 

 

The bright red characters make people extremely alert. It is already late at night. A bright moon in the 

sky hangs up. Lu Yang puts on his camouflage coat and looks like a wolf player. He sent a message to Mu 

Yi and said, “Little brother, there is Is it empty? “ 

 

It was already more than 10pm at this time. 

 

Mu Yizheng sat bored in the office looking at the ledger and said, “Brother, are you here with the orcs, 

what is it?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Did I promise you to give you a shooter heart before, do you want it?” 

 

Mu Yiyi jumped up from his chair and said excitedly, “I think, of course I think.” 

 

Lu Yang knew that this little guy would say this, saying, “Wait at Sirius City Teleport, and I will take you 

to this task.” 

 

“Yes, let’s go.” Mu Yi quickly packed his equipment and ran to the teleportation array. After a while, he 

saw Lu Yang coming from a distance. 

 

“Brother, you are so brave, you dare to enter the main wolf city with a disguise.” Mu Yi said. 



 

If it was before, Lu Yang was found dead and the heart of the demon **** would surely burst out, but 

now Lu Yang has the ability of residual flames and is not afraid to enter the main city and can leave at 

any time. 

 

“Silly boy, this is not daring, it is really strong, and you will be like me one day in the future.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

Mu Yi nodded, looking forward. 

 

“Follow me to the Blood Moon Outpost.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Blood Moon Outpost. 

 

The border post where the Wolves and Elves are located is built next to the Nushui River. This is a level 

50 sentry station. It can only fly over using a teleportation array, and the cost is 3 gold coins. 

 

A white light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang and Mu Yi appeared in the teleportation array of the sentry station. Looking at the post, only 

the npc had no players. Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief and said, “You stay here and wait for me, find a 

safe place to hide, I Ma Shan is back. “ 

 

“Okay.” Mu Yi went to the nearby post hall to rest. 

 

Lu Yang read the spell, leaving a remnant flame at the gate of the outpost, and walked into the map 

outside. 

 

Walk along the Nushui River towards the upstream, and release a remnant flame every 500 yards. A 

level 4 remnant flame can release up to 9 at the same time. 

 

After nine were released, Lu Yang came to a valley. 



 

“No one can stop my footsteps.” A roar came from Tanichi, a giant 100 yards tall, and a purple giant all 

over came from a distance. 

 

Titan’s Son Rovalid (Lord) 

 

Level: 60 

 

Qi and blood: 9000000/9000000 

 

Lu Yang was looking for him. However, Lu Yang’s strength alone could not kill the son of the Titan. As the 

top-level lord of level 60, he not only knows warrior skills, but also knows spells. Melee range is a range 

attack. Will be spiked by him. 

 

Unless Lu Yang reaches level 60, it is possible to kill him with 39 elites like Muddy Wine and White Lion. 

 

However, this lord has a bug play, which is not a bug. Officials have always recognized this attack 

method. The principle of the bug is also based on the rules of the game. 

 

According to the rules of the game, if target a launches the charge ability, another target b uses a 

flashing skill to escape during his charge, the game will determine that the charge continues, that is, the 

charge distance of target a will ignore the skill itself Limit until it hits the target. 

 

Based on this principle, there has been a very hot way to fight monsters. When the fire or space mage 

knows how to use charge, the use of residual flames or continuous jumping skills can make monsters 

ignore the skill distance and continue Charge towards him, he can pull monsters more than 3,000 yards, 

all the way to the post with high-level monsters. 

 

A remnant flame left by Lu Yang every 500 meters along the way was the intention. Watching the son of 

Titan enter the attack range, he read the spell. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 



 

A cloud of skyfire descended from the sky, hitting the Titan’s son 80 yards with precision. 

 

“2896” 

 

“Small werewolf, were the lessons of that year not deep enough?” The son of Titan looked at Lu Yang 

with a sullen expression, and strode over. 

 

The 100-yard Titan’s son ran like a mountain, and each foot caused ground vibrations. 

 

Lu Yang stood still, but his whole body muscles were tightened, when the son of Titan chased 50 yards in 

front of him. 

 

“Barbaric collision” 

 

The son of Titan roared, the top of his right arm was in front of him, and the body turned into a purple 

light and rushed towards the landing sun ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ If you hit Lu Yang, Lu Yang will 

definitely die, but it is the son of Titan who launched the skill At that moment, Lu Yang uttered a spell in 

his mouth. 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

A reddish ray of light that is faster than purple light, and the landing sun is moving backwards quickly. 

 

“嘭” 

 

“嘭” 

 

… 

 



After nine consecutive sounds, the light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared at the gate of the sentry tower. 

Just after landing, Lu Yang felt irritated for a while. 

 

The system prompts: The player’s mental state is detected abnormally, and the connection rate with the 

system is reduced to 95%. If it is lower than 90%, the middle section will be connected. 

 

This is the sequel to the rapid movement of the residual flames. Although it is a system skill, such a high-

speed movement is faster than the pilot being launched by the electromagnetic ejection on the aircraft 

carrier, which is not easy to bear. 

 

Lu Yangqiang cheered up. The blame behind him was only a little slower than him. Looking back, a 

purple streamer was approaching him quickly. 

 

System prompt: The player’s mental state is detected abnormally, and the connection rate with the 

system is reduced to 91%. If it is lower than 90%, the middle section will be connected. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang had no time to think much, forcing himself to take out the emerald heart to launch 

his skills. 

 

“nothingness” 

 

Lu Yang’s body became transparent. At this instant, a 100-yard-high purple light passed through Lu 

Yang’s body and hit the sentry tower behind him. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The light dissipated, revealing the 100-yard body of the Titan’s son and the sentry tower that had been 

broken by the waist. 

 

“Woo … wow … wow …” 

 

The harsh whistle rang through the tower. 



 

“An enemy attack, an enemy attack,” the wolf soldier shouted. 

 

More than 500 blood wolf fighters rushed out of the sentry to attack the Titan’s son. 

 

Snow Wolf Warrior (elite) 

 

Level: 70 

 

Chapter 442 - See through the plot 

  

The blood wolf warrior is a high-level wolf warrior. He is responsible for defense in the border area. It 

mainly deals with the invasion of hostile race players after the war between the three races. 

 

Once there is a hostile race to kill the sentinel, these blood wolf fighters will flock out and give the player 

a lesson. This is the official intention. It is definitely not the official intention to use it to kill the lord 

monster. However, players can do When it arrives, the official will only confess his fate. 

 

Watching the blood wolf warrior and the son of Titan fight together, Lu Yang breathed a sigh of relief. 

His mental state and system connection stopped at 91%. He did not continue to decline or rise. He tried 

to walk outside and stay away from the fighting here. 

 

Mu Yi ran to Lu Yang, saw Lu Yang’s condition, and said in surprise: “Brother, are you okay?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The aftermath of high-speed movement, just rest for a while.” 

 

Mu Yi quickly helped Lu Dingyang walk to a large rock outside the sentry station to rest, and reproached 

himself, “Brother, I would have known that I would not let you hit this lord.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Smelly boy, this is nothing to me. After a while, you go in. After the lord is 

killed, things will be left on the ground. You pick up everything, including a long black arrow. Called 



Dragon Sword, and hand him over to the crippled archer of the wolf clan, he will give you a totem, that 

is the heart of the wolf archer. “ 

 

“Oh, okay.” Mu Yi nodded. 

 

While resting, Lu Yang suddenly thought of Wang Teng, not knowing why, suddenly a feeling of thrill 

came into his heart. 

 

“Sunset guild?” Lu Yangmeng beat a shock all over his body. He forgot one thing and forgot the 

prophetic guild. 

 

“Master, immediately order you under Beifeng City to check with me what the sunset union is doing 

recently. Also, how many blacksmith shops in Beifeng City have received the business of building gold 

equipment.” 

 

Han Zhong responded instantly and said, “Don’t worry, I’ll go in person.” 

 

“Okay, I’ll wait for your news.” 

 

For the first time, Lu Yang was so anxious in his heart that he played too smoothly in this period of time, 

making him forget the method Wang Teng is best at. Here, he set off a battle with you sharply, but 

secretly used his huge funds again. Go to work. 

 

The guilds that fell to Wang Teng in the previous life are not a few. 

 

After 20 minutes. 

 

Han Zhong dialed in the speaker of Lu Yang and said, “Xiao Yang, get ready quickly. The 300 blacksmith 

shops in Beifeng City are working hard. More than 800 scattered blacksmiths in Beifeng City have been 

recruited by Wang Teng. Inside the sunset union. “ 

 

Lu Yang punched a stone and asked, “Can you find out how much equipment they are making?” 



 

Han Zhong said, “I found a part of Liu Jie’s two large guilds in the Elves. This time, he occupied 3 of the 

12 newly opened main towns of the Elves and got 13 forts. This time to help Wang Teng , All the 

drawings and materials obtained from the elves are sent over, according to the time given by the 

blacksmith, he is making at least 200,000 sets of gold equipment. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “In addition to the production on the surface, there are 300,000 sets of gold equipment, 

right?” 

 

Han Zhong said: “Yes, the production will be completed as soon as 5 days. In addition, I heard that Liu Jie 

provided 50 secondary injunctions here, all of which he bought at a high price.” 

 

“Fortunately, it was discovered early, otherwise we will lose a lot this time.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Is there a solution?” Han Zhong asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Master, rest assured, I have a way to win him. I want Liu Jie and Wang Teng to know that 

money alone is useless.” 

 

In the distance, the blood of the Titan’s sons was attacked by 500 bloodwolf warriors and the blood 

volume dropped rapidly, at this time it had fallen to 1 million. 

 

Lu Yang closed the talker, closed his eyes and began to rest. His mental state and system connection 

were restored to 96%. He tried to move his arms, and he no longer felt that body and soul were not in 

harmony. 

 

System prompt: You killed the son of Titan 

 

You get 69898 experience 

 

Lu Yang looked up, and the 100-meter-high body of the Titan’s son fell to the ground, his face full of 

unwilling expression. 



 

“Come on and bring the Black Dragon Arrow back. Don’t be surprised if someone picks it up.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

“Brother, then I’ve passed.” Mu Yi’s heart beat hard, and quickly ran into the sentry post. 

 

The blood wolf warriors had dispersed after killing the Titan’s sons. The black dragon arrows and two 

gold armors were falling to the ground. 

 

Mu Yi ran to the dropped items, picked them up, and returned to Lu Yang. He said excitedly, “Brother, I 

got it.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “You do the task, I will give you materials, we two will raise your shooter totem to level 2 

tonight.” 

 

“Yes,” Mu Yi said. 

 

The two returned to Sirius City together, Mu Yi went to find the master of archery, and Lu Yang went out 

of the city to find the materials of the wolves. 

 

At 11:30 in the evening, the materials of the archer totem were successfully found, and Mu Yi also 

completed the follow-up tasks required by the archery master. 

 

Temple of Sirius. 

 

Mu Yi clicked to upgrade in the altar, a flash of light flashed, and the shooter totem rose to level 2. 

 

Looking at the attributes above, Mu Yi excitedly sent a message to Lu Yang: “Brother, my shooter’s heart 

actually extended my shooting distance to 500 yards. If I charge, I can shoot up to 2000 yards . “ 

 

Lu Yang wanted this effect, saying, “Very good, I’ll be here tonight, go back and have a good rest.” 



 

Xia Yuwei sent a message and said, “Boss, we are all together. Will you come to the evening meeting?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’ll be here.” 

 

Taking out the back to the city roll, Lu Yangfei returned to the Red Fortress and entered the fortress hall, 

just at this time, the sky also entered the night, and there was a heavy rain, and lightning continued to 

pass through the sky, emitting thunder. 

 

Inside the fortress hall. 

 

Zhuojiu, the three males of the Bai family, Xia Yuwei, the brothers Zhou Tianming, bitter lovers, Jiang Ze 

and Sun Yu were sitting there, and saw Lu Yang coming and stood up. 

 

“Boss,” everyone said respectfully. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “Sit down. There is no need to report the situation tonight’s meeting, we only 

discuss one thing.” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Jiang Ze asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Fight against Wang Teng.” 

 

“Decisive battle?” Everyone looked at Lu Yang in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, it is a decisive battle. I want to drive Wang Teng out of St. Gall, and they will not be 

able to return within half a year.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “The equipment at my place has not been completed yet, at least tomorrow night.” 

 



Lu Yang said: “Don’t worry, if you fight tomorrow, everyone will be inadequate in preparing for this war. 

The official level has not been opened, and most of them have reached level 30. Since this is the case, 

we will follow He fights once, he doesn’t care about the level, he cares about winning or losing. “ 

 

Tu Feng thought for a while and said, “It’s okay to fight. Wang Teng has purchased more than 100,000 

sets of gold equipment and is in the process of making it. If he fights tomorrow, his equipment will not 

be complete.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “More than 100,000 sets, just now I want to understand, Wang Teng is giving 

me a set, you think about it, have we forgotten something?” 

 

“Forgot what?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Forget that there is a sunset guild. Have you any news from this guild recently?” 

 

Zhuo Jiu woke up and said, “Boss, do you mean that Wang Teng is using the sunset guild to build 

equipment?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, I just checked it out. All the high-level blacksmith shops in Beifeng City were fully 

booked. The high-level blacksmiths in the city were recruited by the sunset union. According to time, 

they are calculating Build 200,000 sets of gold equipment. “ 

 

Everyone took a breath. 

 

“That counts for the 100,000 units built on the Ming surface, isn’t there 300,000 units,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, give him 5 more days, and Wang Teng can make 300,000 sets of 30 gold equipment.” 

 

“Wang Teng is going to use money to crush us.” Said bitterly, half-lifefully, with eyes bare. 

 



Lu Yang said: “Now Wang Teng just paralyzed us ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ only sent 80,000 sets of gold 

equipment to the hands of the spirit of eternity and bloodthirsty hegemony, we still have a chance, if I 

wait 5 days later, I I can only take you back to the Imperial City. “ 

 

“Boss, what do you want to do?” Bai Langmu asked fiercely. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Take this Black Stone Fortress and Warm Water Fortress, and clear out the eternal soul, 

bloodthirsty hegemony and black blood troops.” 

 

Zhuo Jiu said, “This is the best way at present, boss, let’s say, how to fight.” 

 

“Fight with them, boss, you can arrange it.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang called up a three-dimensional map, pointed to the warm water fortress Honghua Prairie and 

said, “I’m going to hit Wang Teng in this place once.” 

 

Everyone frowned when they saw the plain. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “This place is the Great Plains. Will it be too bad to fight on the plains?” 

 

Lu Yang took out 21 special skills “Earth Dragon Earthquake” and 18 special skills “Borders of Time and 

Space” from his backpack, as well as a secondary forbidden spell “Heaven and Earth” and a forbidden 

spell “Black Hole” and said: “Don’t Worry, with these things, I can also make him a mountain. “ 

 

Xia Yuwei said with surprise: “Boss, where did you get so many skill books?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It was hit by land reclamation on a level 60 map. Needless to say, the black holes and the 

sky and earth are moving. Earth-earthquake and space-time barriers both change the landform and 

space form, and are specially made on the plain to fight more situations and less. “ 

 



After a brief explanation, everyone understood it. 

 

Jiang Zesong breathed a sigh of relief, saying, “It’s great to have these skill books, and there’s another 

question, how do we attract them? These two days, the bloodthirsty bully and the eternal turtle are very 

powerful, and the members are almost not in St. Gall Pavements, upgrades are near their fortress. “ 

 

Everyone frowned. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 443 - Safflower Funeral (1) 

  

“What bait can make the spirits last forever, aren’t they?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled mysteriously and said, “Is the heart of the shooter enough?” 

 

“Shooter Heart!” 

 

Zhuoju Qingren and Xia Yuwei and others all looked at Lu Yang in surprise, and everyone had an 

incredible expression on his face. 

 

“Boss, do you get the heart of a shooter?” The bitter voice of half-life increased unconsciously by eight 

degrees. 

 

Since the official announcement that each race in the game has professional-looking items similar to the 

heart of the demon god, full-service players have been looking around, and some have even offered 30 

million credit points. 

 



Unfortunately, except for Lu Yang of the national service and a few countries in Europe, no other servers 

were found. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “How is it enough to attract?” 

 

“Enough is enough.” Xia Yuwei and Zhuo Jiu Qing and others said excitedly. 

 

Having a class-exclusive item can be as invincible as Lu Yang. Whether it is the eternal soul or the 

bloodthirsty bully, he will not give up when he sees this kind of thing. 

 

… 

 

At four o’clock the next afternoon. 

 

Warm fortress, fortress hall. 

 

Wang Teng, Bloodthirsty Domineering, Black Blood, Eternal Soul, and the Prophet Guild’s boss several 

times were laughing out loud, just now, Wang Teng personally returned to the Warm Water Fortress 

with 230,000 sets of gold equipment. . 

 

“Mr. Wang, your trick is really clever. Let Tianyu and blue crystals make equipment on the surface. In 

fact, the Sunset Union and all the blacksmith shops in Beifeng City forged together. These 200,000 sets 

were created. Lu Yangfei was frightened. Blind. “Bloodthirsty Batian said excitedly. 

 

Wang Teng laughed and said, “This is not my plan, it is Jie Shaoyingming. I just follow his instructions.” 

 

The spirit said forever: “Jie Shao’s strength is really too strong.” 

 

Wang Teng said proudly: “This war we are going to use strength to tell Lu Yang, what is rich? Master Jie 

spent 700 million to seize the main city of the elves, and it cost 400 million to buy these equipment. I 

will use money to smash Lu Yang to death. “ 

 



The eternal spirit and bloodthirsty bully laughed loudly. 

 

Wang Teng asked: “Tell me about it, during your absence, your upgrades.” 

 

Divine spirit said forever: “Some time ago, Lu Yang specifically targeted the elder elderly. Let us upgrade 

without worry. Now the 60,000 people in my first echelon have not only reached level 30, but most of 

them are between level 31 and level 33. , The other 100,000 people who came with it also reached 

30,000 to 30. “ 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said: “I have a total of 70,000 people who have risen to level 30 or above.” 

 

Hei Xue said, “I gathered my former Necromancer, and now 50,000 people reach level 30.” 

 

The prophet’s boss said several times during the Spring and Autumn Period, “I have 530,000 or more 

players here.” 

 

Wang Teng said: “It adds up to 260,000. Even if Tianyu and Blue Crystal are not needed, I can crush 

Luyang when the batch of equipment arrives.” 

 

Everyone laughed again. At this time, everyone’s confidence swelled to the extreme. 

 

Players above 260,300 and 30 are equipped with gold equipment, plus silver equipment players above 

25 in their respective guilds. Four are capable of mobilizing more than 400,000 players to participate in 

the war. 

 

“It’s better if we hit Lu Yang once in advance.” The dark blood eyes were vicious. 

 

Everyone raised their eyebrows and looked at Wang Teng. With their current strength, including the 

eternal spirit, they couldn’t think of how Lu Yang could beat them. 

 

Wang Teng instinctively wanted to adopt a conservative style, and waited for the remaining 70,000 sets 

of equipment in five days. At that time, he was more secure. 



 

Just when he wanted to give up, Yuema South Bank hurried in, with a look of excitement. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian frowned and said, “Is there any rule? When I came in, I didn’t know how to knock.” 

 

At this time, Yuema South Bank ignored other things and said excitedly: “General Manager Wang, the 

bloodthirsty boss, and the bosses, something big happened.” 

 

Wang Teng’s face was a little displeased. He hated hearing these four words the most. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked frowning. 

 

“The heart of the shooter, the heart of the shooter appeared.” Yuema South Bank said. 

 

Wang Tengyi stood up from his seat, stared at Yuema South Bank and said, “Are you talking about the 

heart of Sagittarius, the same level as the heart of Lu Yang’s demon?” 

 

“Exactly,” said Yuema South Bank. 

 

The bloodthirsty bully’s eyes were red, and his head was buzzing, asking, “What’s going on, tell me in 

detail.” 

 

The eternal spirit also lost the calmness of the past, and the black blood gripped the table tightly with 

his arms. 

 

For the first time on the south bank of Yuema, people saw such excitement and did not dare to delay. 

They said quickly: “On the red flower plain outside the warm water fortress, there was just a team of 20 

players upgrading there. That place is our guild On the chassis, when his brothers went to inquire, they 

saw the bow and arrows of the opponent’s archer, and there was a conflict when they talked about the 

price. 

 



The group of people were very high-playing, the brothers couldn’t resist, and they killed more than 100 

people. For the sake of the guild, a squadron leader personally took more than 1,000 people to surround 

them and killed 19 of them. The last shooter is left. The shooter has very little blood, but the attack is 

extremely strong, and he can shoot arrows within 2000 yards. “ 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian frowned and asked, “How to determine that it was the heart of the shooter.” 

 

Yuema Nanan said: “The squadron leader has 3 elite thieves in our elite group. When he touched the 

shooter, he almost succeeded in the attack. One of the other 19 people shouted to protect the shooter 

and let the shooter go. The heart of the shooter is lost. “ 

 

“Is there a video?” Eternal Spirit asked. 

 

Yuema South Bank nodded and cast the video into the room. 

 

In the picture, a Terran Archer moves quickly on the grassland. The 1,000 people chasing him have just 

emerged from a distant hillside. At a distance of 2,000 yards, the Terran Archer bends his bow and puts 

on an arrow. In a single arrow, the leader of the squadron is easily dropped. 

 

The bloodthirsty bully punched on the table and said, “This must be the heart of the shooter. Our 

squadron captain is a punishment ride. The whole body is equipped with 5 gold gems with 5 blood gems. 

The blood is more than 10,000 points. , You can shoot to death with a single arrow, and with such a long 

range, it is exactly the same as the European player ’s heart in the official video of a while ago. “ 

 

Wang Teng said excitedly: “Send someone, get me back soon.” 

 

Yuema’s south bank looked at Wang Teng in embarrassment, and then looked at Bloodthirsty 

Domineering. 

 

“Any questions?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

Yuema Nanan said: “That person is running towards the Huayu Fortress. In another 10 minutes, he will 

run into the 30-level map of the Huayu Fortress. We may collide directly with Lu Yang’s men.” 



 

“Whatever happened, we are not afraid of him at all with our current strength.” Bloodthirsty Batian 

said. 

 

Black Blood looked at Wang Teng and said, “General Manager Wang, why don’t we take this opportunity 

to beat down the Flower Fortress?” 

 

The spirit said eternally: “This idea is good, and then the fortress will be given to the celestial realm or 

blue crystal, so that they can also bring troops to reinforce in the war a few days later.” 

 

Wang Teng has been very uncomfortable with several cousins of the Liu Jie family since he got this 

position. If he can get the heart of the shooter and give it to Liu Jie, Liu Jie will naturally trust him more 

and let the family treat him. Less gossip. 

 

Another, because when Liu Jie bought the guilds, the actual control of these guilds was still in the hands 

of the major guilds. Wang Teng and Liu Jie originally thought that buying several super guilds in major 

cities would increase the investment and easily obtain each Control of the fortress. 

 

The birth of Lu Yang made Wang Teng and Liu Jie understand that in order to win Lu Yang, they must 

gather all the power of the human race, but because the guilds are not in the same main city, they want 

to support the return of the fortress like Lu Yang. Can fly over. 

 

The best way is to lay down a fortress and give it to the other main city guild. Before Wang Teng wanted 

to fight the twilight, let Lu Yang take the lead, and if you grab it back now, it is a good idea to give it to 

Tianyu and Blue Crystal . 

 

“How many people can we gather now.” Wang Teng asked. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said: “This time period is basically online, and more than 90% of the entire guild can 

gather.” 

 

The spirit of eternity, black blood and several times of spring and autumn nodded together. 

 



Wang Tengmeng mentioned the chest in a breath and said, “Order everyone to return to the fortress, 

send equipment, and go to war!” 

 

“Yes.” The eternal party of the spirits quickly gathered together, and issued orders one by one. 

Countless players quickly flew back to their fortresses in a 20-man squad. 

 

Flower fortress, in the fortress hall. 

 

All senior executives, such as Lu Yang, Tu Feng, Jiang Ze, Muddy Wine Dumping, Bai Shixiong, Love Half-

Life, Sun Yu, Shooting Sirius, Brother Zhou Tianming, and Hei Yan, all sat quietly in the room watching 

Han Fei pass back Video. 

 

While most people were eating at noon today, Lu Yang began quietly gathering the team ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ The four fortresses of Sea Emperor City, except for leaving a small number of 20 

silver player guards, all the remaining 1930,000 and above players were all Converged in the flower 

language fortress. 

 

Xia Yuwei, Jiang Ze, and Sun Yu together have more than 100,000 players at level 30 and above. Until 

now, Lu Yang’s total strength has reached 290,000. 

 

Every player who enters the fortress is required by Lu Yang not to go offline and to use a communicator 

to communicate. If someone violates it, immediately kick out of the guild. 

 

Screen. 

 

Mu Yi ran quickly on the Red Flower Plain alone, and seven or eight hundred bloodthirsty players chased 

after him 500 yards away. 

 

“This man has such a strong skill, boss, who is he?” Asked bitterly and curiously for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “This is my brother, Mu Yu’s brother, who is currently in charge of my wolf 

business.” 

 



The white lion and bitter love half-life and others can’t help but be shocked. They don’t care about Mu 

Yi’s identity, but Mu Yi’s skills. 

 

The three younger brothers Han Ying, Mu Yu and Xiao Liang who appeared before Lu Yang had surprised 

them, and then there were 12 assassins. The twilight of the 12 killings did not dare to come out and 

upgrade at will. For masters like Mu Yi, they don’t know how many cards Lu Yang has. 

 

“I guess Wang Teng already knows that Mu Yi has the heart of a shooter, and now it’s up to the other 

party to be fooled.” Zhuo Jiu Qing said. 

 

Jiang Ze, Xia Yuwei, and others are anxious. If this fails, they will attack the bloodthirsty towering 

fortress. 

 

Just now. 

 

Tu Feng raised his head fiercely and said, “The bloodthirsty domineering spirit, eternal spirit, prophecy 

and black blood began to summon their men to return to the city at the same time.” 

 

“Pretty.” The bitter love half-life and the White Lion could not help shouting, and the others were all 

excited. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 444 - Safflower Funeral (2) 

  

Life gives us a huge and infinitely noble gift-youth. He is full of strength, knowledge and struggle, full of 

hope and confidence. 

 



Everyone thought about doing something when they were young, but it is very difficult to be 

remembered. However, this time, everyone in the Brotherhood of Iron Blood has a chance to be 

remembered. 

 

Standing on the wall of the Huayu Fortress, Lu Yang looked at the 290,000 players below and said loudly: 

“Brothers, I am very glad that you chose me Lu Yang instead of Wang Teng. You have not become slaves 

to money. You are like me Are people who have faith and belief. “ 

 

Several guilds recruited by Wang Teng will explicitly inform them that they can give them a set of 30 

gold equipment for free, but they have to sign a guild contract. The attendance requirements above are 

no different from slaves. 

 

“A lot of people say, Lu Yang, you concede. The Terran has opened 12 new main cities. Where are you 

going to develop? What are you trying to do with a consortium like Liu Jie?” 

 

Lu Yang paused and looked at the 290,000 people below. Everyone looked at Lu Yang with curiosity. 

They also wanted to know why Lu Yang had to fight with Liu Jie to the end. 

 

“Yeah boss, why?” A player under the city shouted curiously. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the urgent expression of the player and said loudly, “Because, I want to tell everyone 

that” Second World “is our game, not a consortium game. This is a place that makes us all happy. It is 

not a place for us to be slaves to capitalists. “ 

 

“Look at Wang Teng’s contract for granting players with gold equipment, which is a slave contract. If you 

even want to play a game during leisure, you will be a slave. Is this a place that makes us happy?” 

 

“Think about the online games you have experienced before. When a few people monopolized the 

resources in the game, what are we facing, are the high prices and endless demands, do you want to 

make” Second World “look like that? . “ 

 

290,000 people shook their heads at the same time. They never thought about this problem before. 

Now when they hear Lu Yang’s words, they think of the online games they played before. As Lu Yang 



said, once the price of the game is monopolized by a few people, all the necessary items The price will 

be controlled, and ordinary people will be squeezed to their limit. 

 

“Boss, what do you do, there are so many consortia in the game,” someone shouted. 

 

Lu Yang said firmly, “One word, type.” 

 

“Anyone who wants to ruin our game, we will fight with him to the end. In the past, the bloodthirsty 

domineering did not do it, the black blood later did not do it, and the recent spirits did not do it forever. 

Now the three of them Gathered under Wang Teng’s Majesty, thought we could do it, what should we 

do. “ 

 

“Hit!” 290,000 people shouted uncontrollably. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, it’s just fighting. That’s why I gathered you today. The 400,000 slave corps under 

Wang Teng are approaching our fortress. They want to bully us all as before, to occupy all the lords and 

boss, tell me what we should do. “ 

 

“Hit!” 290,000 people shouted in unison, regardless of whether it is the player of the Imperial City or the 

Holy City, recalling the eternal spirit and black blood, the upgrade of the bloodthirsty hegemony, the 

leveling of the reserved field, the strong buying and strong selling, and wanton murder In the past, no 

one is not angry. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Very well, the whole army is out of town. Today we have a decisive battle with Wang 

Teng and Bloodthirsty Domineering.” 

 

Four gates of the flower fortress opened. 

 

The chiefs of the army, such as Zhuoju Qingxuan, Xia Yuwei, Baixiongxiong, and Mi Aiban, took their 

troops out of the four city gates, and after they gathered at the south gate, they headed toward the 

Honghua Plain. 

 

Red flowers on the plain. 



 

Mu Yi was running fast, seeing that the charge arrow had cooled down, and turned back to shoot at the 

arrow of the bloodthirsty team. 

 

With a bang, a streamer flew from the bowstring, over a distance of 300 yards, and accurately shot into 

the head of a bloodthirsty fighter. 

 

“13986” (Critical Strike) 

 

The soldier fell down! 

 

“Fuck, chase me, I don’t believe he can survive if he runs to Huayu Fortress.” Lie Hu, the deputy captain, 

scolded angrily. 

 

“Boss, we have entered the territory of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, are we still chasing?” The men 

found that there were many players around the Jagged Brothers who were leveling. 

 

“Chasing, President Wang is gathering players over there. Today is the end of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

Don’t be afraid to follow me.” Lie Hu said. 

 

More than 800 people continued to chase, because of the accelerated scroll, they chased closer and 

closer. In less than 10 minutes, the distance between the two sides was only 100 yards. As long as there 

was another 30 yards, the shooters in the squad could fight back. . 

 

Just when Lie Hu thought he was watching Xianguang, Mu Yi, who was running in front of him, stopped 

suddenly, turned his head, and smiled at him. 

 

The fierce tiger chased for more than half an hour, killed nearly 200 men, and lost his senses in anger. 

 

“Quick, rush to kill him.” 

 

“He dare to challenge us, kill.” 



 

… 

 

More than 800 people in the Bloodthirsty League were all angry and gathered in a semicircle toward Mu 

Yi. 

 

90 yards 

 

80 yards 

 

70 yards 

 

… 

 

At the moment when it reached 30 yards, when the fierce tiger was about to start the charge, 1400 

players suddenly emerged from the grass on the left and right under the leadership of White Wolf and 

Sun Yu. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” The white wolf shouted and launched his charge skills into the bloodthirsty 

alliance with a shadow and a sword. 

 

“Furious-Cyclone Slash” 

 

The white wolf’s body spun up at high speed, and the big sword in his hand swept around. 

 

“Kill ~!” The deputy, Hailan Heart, followed with 100 violent battles, rushed into the team and started a 

violent whirlwind. 

 

The 1,400 people in this batch are all players who have followed Lu Yang to obtain 800,000 honors in the 

Wolf Clan, and have been promoted to level 40 by Lu Yang with self-explosive insects. Everyone is 

wearing a level 40 gold uniform. 



 

The gems, enchantments, and equipment levels are not bad. It is the most elite army in Lu Yang’s hands. 

He rushed into the ranks of the tigers, just like chopping vegetables and cutting vegetables. Only one of 

the charge of the assaulting tigers annihilated the entire army. 

 

“What are you going to do?” Lie Hu just reacted, he was surrounded by the White Wolf with 10 people 

in the encirclement. 

 

The white wolf sneered and said, “Tell your master, the heart of the Sagittarius belongs to our Jagged 

Brotherhood, and let him go away.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, the white wolf struck his head with a sword. 

 

“16002” (Flame Slash + Critical Strike) 

 

The fierce tiger fell to the ground and returned to the fortress. After returning to the fortress, he just 

wanted to report the situation to the south bank of Yuema, but found that the south bank of Yuema was 

standing with the bloodthirsty Batian and Wang Teng and ran away. 

 

“Vice-President, bosses, I was ambushed.” Lie Hu said with a sad face. 

 

Wang Teng was anxious about the shooter’s heart, and saw Lie Hu frown and asked, “Who is he?” 

 

Yuema’s South Bank jumped in his heart, saying, “He is the deputy captain of the chasing team. The 

captain was killed by the attack as soon as he met.” 

 

Wang Teng’s eyes became fierce, staring at Lie Hu and asking, “What’s going on.” 

 

The fierce tiger hurriedly told the story, and finally said eloquently: “Well, the other team leader, White 

Wolf, also asked me to give you, bring you, take a word.” 

 

“What’s the matter,” said Wang Teng, glaring at the fierce tiger. 



 

“He said to let you go away, the heart of the shooter belongs to the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” Lie 

Hu said. 

 

“Fart.” Wang Teng kicked Liehu’s body, and knocked Liehu to the ground. 

 

The fierce tiger sat on the ground in horror and looked at the south bank of Yuema and Bloodthirsty 

Bloody. The team was already equipped, and I personally took someone to take back the shooter’s 

heart. “ 

 

Wang Teng shook his head and said, “Don’t worry, today we are going to have a decisive battle with Lu 

Yang. The heart of a shooter can’t play a decisive role. Now you take your troops to the Red Flower Plain 

to gather. Territory of Lu Yang. “ 

 

“Yes.” Bloodthirsty Batian nodded respectfully, and turned around and took the south bank of the Leap 

Horse out of the city. 

 

All the heads of Ye Wuhen, Yuba Xieba, Han Shanxue, and Zephyr have organized their troops. 

Bloodthirsty Batian took 70,000 gold players, and 150,000 silver players left the warm water fortress ~ 

www.mtlnovel. com ~ At the same time, the spirit eternally carries 90,000 gold and 70,000 silver, 

starting from the Black Stone Fortress, and several times in the spring and autumn with the 50,000 gold 

and 50,000 silver of the Prophecy Guild from St. Gall. 

 

The Black Blood gathered the remnants of the Necromancer Black Sword and set off from St. Gall with 

50,000 gold and 30,000 silver. 

 

Together, the four guilds gathered for a total of 260,000 gold players and 300,000 whites heading for 

the Red Flower Plain. 

 

The various forces in St. Gall’s city got the news for the first time, and countless players ran to the Red 

Flower Plain. 

 

“Where are you guys going?” A level 1 trumpet member who just joined the game cried an old player 

curiously when he saw the holy city flustered. 



 

“Your kid is new here. I don’t know. The last two super guilds in St. Gall and the guild of Wang Teng are 

fighting.” 

 

“Isn’t that just a fight between the two guilds, why have they gone.” The new player said puzzledly. 

 

“Hehe, the two guilds are fighting?” The old player said wryly, “Do you know how many people the two 

guilds add up to?” 

 

Mengxin shook her head. 

 

“Tell you the statistics that are currently known. The Brotherhood of Iron Blood sent 290,000 players, 

Wang Teng sent 560,000 players, and 850,000 people on both sides together.” 

 

Mengxin opened his eyes confused and said, “The battle of 850,000 real people?” 

 

The old player said excitedly: “Yeah, there is no war in the history of the game. Everyone who can go has 

gone, including various news media, journalists, and major websites are preparing to broadcast live. “ 

 

“I want to go too.” Mengxin said excitedly. 

 

The old player hesitated and said, “Little brother, level up slowly. The Red Flower Plain is a level 30 map. 

You are only level 1. You can’t run at all. Watch the video.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 445 - Safflower Funeral (3) 

  



Under the impact of “Second World”, the conventional network gradually became declining. However, 

because of the earlier signing of contracts with the “Second World”, major video websites not only 

escaped the crisis, but also ushered in a larger one. development of. 

 

There are more than 400 million people in the national service “Second World”. If players want to log in 

to the video website, they only need to click the link in the game. 

 

“Audience friends, I’m Honghua Plain Plain Reporter No. 1 and we have arrived at the scene. Now 

everyone please see. This is the Honghua Plain. There are no obstacles in the horizon. I don’t know why 

Lu Yang chose to do it in such a place The decisive battle, obviously I don’t think this place has any 

advantage over Lu Yang. “ 

 

“Audience friends, I am …” 

 

… 

 

Major video websites and media cheered for this war, and “Second World” officials paid much attention 

to this war. 

 

Before the war between the major consortiums of the Orcs, officials did not dare to report on a large 

scale, because the purpose of these consortia was very clear, to unify the game and monopolize the 

wealth. 

 

If propaganda on consortium wars not only does not have a positive effect on “Second World”, it will 

also allow the mainstream media in the world to attack and condemn the “Second World”. , The official 

still does not report. 

 

This time is different. Lu Yang represents a purely ordinary player. Although the other party has the 

influence of the consortium behind it, the nominal boss of the major guilds is still the president of the 

guild. 

 

With this layer of shroud, the official purposely carried out the largest publicity on this war in order to 

give the 400 million new players who entered the game and the 1 billion players who did not enter the 

game a visual impact. 



 

Even foreign players such as Europe can see the live broadcast of the war in this national service through 

video. 

 

Red flowers on the plain. 

 

The 220,000 people of the Bloodthirsty League are marching forward under the leadership of the 

regiments. The entire team is lined up with 100 people and travels on the Red Flower Plain. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian took 20 guards riding the blood tiger from the end of the team to the front of the 

team. 

 

Just came halfway. 

 

Hearing Han Shanxue shouted, “All the team captains listened well. When they fought, they were 

handed over to the command of the deputy captain. Come.” 

 

Han Shanxue has always been the most valued legionnaire of the Bloodthirsty Domineering, and has the 

most elite punishment riding and fierce battle of the Bloodthirsty Alliance. 

 

The bloodthirsty bully came to Han Shanxue and asked with a smile: “What kid idea did you think of?” 

 

Han Shanxue looked back at the 1,000 team captains behind him and said proudly: “Report to the boss, 

in order to deal with this war, I let the sub-captains of each team learn the leadership skills carefully. 

Now, I have done it The 1,000 squadrons are under the command of the deputy captain, and the captain 

is drawn out as an elite to carry out raids. “ 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian nodded with satisfaction and said, “Your boy is doing a good job. I won this time and 

I will reward you.” 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Han Shanxue said excitedly. 

 



Yuema South Bank came to Bloodthirsty Batian and said, “Boss, good thing.” 

 

“What a good thing?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

Yuema Nanan said: “A female reporter from Xinfeng TV came to interview.” 

 

“Xinfeng Satellite TV? Female reporters come for an interview?” Bloodthirsty Star looked at Yuema 

South Bank in surprise and said, “Are you sure?” 

 

Xinfeng Satellite TV is a well-known domestic video channel and a well-known international channel. It 

has a very high ratings and is also a channel full of beautiful reporters. 

 

“It’s true, it’s true. You can find the information on the official website.” Yuema Nanan said. 

 

“Why do they want to interview me?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

“Hey, boss, I don’t know yet. The entire city of St. Gall is messed up because of our war. The official has 

energetically propagated and said that he wants to show the world how fun this game is. We are the 

protagonists today.” Yue Ma Nan’an said. 

 

The bloodthirsty domineering feels particularly lucky today. He has got 60,000 sets of gold equipment 

from Wang Teng, and he is becoming more and more capable. Now there are reporters from Xinfeng 

Satellite TV to interview, laughing and saying, “Where is the person?” 

 

Yuema South Bank said: “It’s just at the end of the line. I’m riding here on horseback.” 

 

“I’ll meet her,” said Bloodthirsty Domineering. 

 

“No, boss, you are waiting for him, you will soon be the president of the nationally renowned Grand 

Guild, and greet her too low status.” Yuema South Bank touted. 

 



The feeling of bloodthirsty domineering is like this, proudly waiting in place, not long after, three white 

horses ran over from behind, two men and one woman. 

 

When they came near, the three of them jumped off the horse. A beautiful journalist, headed by Xiu 

Fafa, went to the Bloodthirsty Batian sitting above the Blood Tiger and said, “Are you the chairman of 

the Bloodthirsty Batian?” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully looked at the dignified, elegant and beautiful female reporter of Xinfeng Satellite 

TV in front of her, and for the first time made a gentleman’s move, put away the blood tiger and came 

to the female reporter, saying “I am.” 

 

“President Bloodthirsty, you are different from what I imagined, can I call you like this?” The female 

reporter asked. 

 

“Of course.” Bloodthirsty Batian said with a smile. 

 

“It is said that this is the biggest war in the national service. What do you think of this war?” The female 

reporter asked. 

 

“Of course, it ended with our victory. We are the three guilds who launched an attack on Lu Yang. Lu 

Yang’s number and equipment are not as good as ours. I can’t find a reason why he can win me.” Tian 

said with a proud but polite expression. 

 

“Can you tell us more about the equipment on both sides? I believe this is the most important thing for 

netizens and the audience in front of the TV.” The female reporter said. 

 

Hearing these words in front of the TV, the Bloodthirsty Domineering has floated and said: “At most, Lu 

Yang has 40,000 sets of gold equipment, and we have about 260,000 sets of gold equipment.” 

 

The female reporter said in surprise: “Is the gap so big?” 

 



The Bloodthirsty Domineer is even more proud, saying: “The establishment of our guild is three months 

earlier than the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, not only me, but also of several other guilds. Iron Blood 

Brothers League is not as good as us in terms of their foundation and strength.” 

 

“In terms of skills, the gorgeous skills of” Second World “are diverse. The secondary forbidden spells and 

forbidden spells have the ability to change the war. Can you reveal the data in this regard?” The female 

reporter asked. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said: “Of course, we can use this opportunity to show the strength of our Terran St. 

Gal City Association to players around the world. For the time being, only three of our three guilds have 

secondary banned players. 50 people are the strongest in the service. “ 

 

The female reporter adored her face, looked at the manuscript, and asked, “President Bloodthirsty, 

although you are strong, it is rumored that your guild has been acquired by a large consortium. Is this 

true?” 

 

“No, no, it’s just some investment. They believe in our strength and let us give them a future, just a win-

win relationship.” Bloodthirsty Batian said. 

 

The female reporter was very satisfied with the bloodthirsty bully ’s answer. She smiled and recorded on 

the writing board. Today she saw an elegant and calm guild president, as if he was a commander in the 

war, full of masculine charm. Xueba Tian deserves his name. 

 

The interview between the two people lasted a long time, and one question and one answer, each 

player of the Bloodlust League passed by could see the two people talking. 

 

Many of the bloodthirsty players in the march are bored and open the video to watch this interview. 

Because it is live, everyone can see it. 

 

“Hey, the boss usually scolds him, but there are sometimes serious occasions.” The head of Yuxueba said 

with a smile. 

 

Xifeng said enviously: “I don’t know if a press conference will come to interview us, or if I have to sort it 

out.” 



 

The Yuxue Bawang looked at West Wind silently. For this companion who was thinking about taking the 

lead and competing for the top position all day, he missed Qu Han at least. At least Qu Han is really 

powerful, unlike the one around him, who is purely a tiger. 

 

However, he is useless now. Qu Han was arranged to be a city defender this time. He did not participate 

in the war. Recalling the distrust of Qu Han by the bloodthirsty tyrant, the **** tyrant was helpless 

again. 

 

“Drip, drip, drip” 

 

Yuxue Bawang’s interphone rang, and when he picked it up, it was Qu Han. He happily pressed the 

connection button and said, “Brother, as soon as I thought of you, you called me, haha, what 

happened.” 

 

Qu Han said excitedly: “Tell the boss to stop interviewing ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ This is a live broadcast. 

Our location, equipment, and personnel have been exposed by Xinfeng Satellite TV. If the enemy comes 

to attack at this time, we have a little defense Nothing. “ 

 

The Yuxue Bawang looked at the large plains with red flowers all around, and the endless red color, the 

breeze blew through the blossoming petals, and he could not find an enemy in the sky. 

 

“Brother, think about it. There are no enemies in this great plain. Besides, we sent scouts. 100 scouts 

searched five kilometers in front of us. There was nothing along the way.” Yuxue Bawang said. 

 

Qu Han said anxiously: “Brother, I just have a hunch. I always feel wrong. Lu Yang is stupid. He fought 

against us so many times, which is not his victory. This time when we chose the plain area to fight us, 

there must be a problem. what.” 

 

The Yuba overlord said in distress: “Brother, how can you persuade the boss at this time, without any 

evidence, I will only be scolded if I persuade, there will be no actual change.” 

 

“Okay, I know.” Qu Han turned off the interfering device in despair. 



 

The Yuxue Bawang sighed with a beep, and the west wind next to him sneered and said, “Isn’t Qu Han 

trying to find some alarmist words with your boss? The kid still wanted to climb up by this trick. It was a 

daydream.” 

 

The words of Yuxue Bawang were blocked in his throat, and he didn’t want to tell Xifeng a word. He 

knew that Qu Han was for the benefit of the guild, and he had no selfishness. 

 

When Yuxue Bacha was chatting, what he didn’t know was that at a distance of 50 meters in front of 

them, Han Sha, level 50, walked invisible on their side, and counted gently while walking. 

 

“100 yards” 

 

“99 yards” 

 

“98 yards” 

 

… 

 

When the count reached 0, Han Sha watched Yuba Xiawang and Xifeng lead the team and walked past 

him. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 446 - Safflower Funeral (4) 

  

On the left side of the Bloodthirsty Alliance’s team, the endless red flowers suddenly shook, and 

numerous red petals flew into the sky in the breeze. 

 



In the sea of flowers below, the players of the 30,000-gold gold brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers 

League stood under the sword under the leadership of the three brothers, White Lion, White Tiger, and 

White Wolf. 

 

The bright red petals and the killing player are a beautiful painting. 

 

The white lion held up his long sword in his right hand and shouted, “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

Facing the rain of petals, the white wolf roared and launched a charge at Yuxueba, and a flame appeared 

on the blade. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Before the white wolf rushed to Yuxue Bawang, he launched a cleave. The charge time was only 1 

second. In this second, he fired the flame and the cleave simultaneously. The white wolf exerted his 

skills to the extreme and appeared in the blink of an eye on Yuxue Bawang’s head. One sword cut off. 

 

“12896” 

 

Bloodbath is dead! 

 

Behind the 30,000 players saw their boss single into the enemy formation and beheaded the enemy 

army chief with excited eyes red, and collectively shouted: “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

30,000 people jumped into the ranks of Yuba Xiawang and Xifeng like tigers and wolves, and the players 

of the Bloodlust Alliance heard the shouting and killing sound before they came over, and an enemy 

rushed to them. 

 

At the same time, at a distance of 2,000 yards from the White Wolf, in the middle of the Bloodlust 

Alliance queue, the player who was bitterly half-carrying with 30,000 gold gear got out of the soil. 

 



Han Shanxue was leading the 1,000 elite captains while walking forward while bragging about how the 

bloodthirsty bully fancy him, facing the sudden appearance of bitter love for half a life, Han Shanxue 

widened his eyes in horror. 

 

Looking at Han Shanxue for half a life, the look of Han Shanxue is like looking at a dead person, holding 

up the sergeant’s two-handed sword in his hand and shouting, “Iron brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” 30,000 players shouted in unison, shaking with red blood on the red grassland, 

and the red-eyed brothers of the iron brothers flew into the cold army under the leadership of half-life. 

 

The sudden attack made Han Shanxue unable to resist even one round, and was bitterly loved for half a 

life and turned his sword into the back of his neck. 

 

“18686” (triple crit) 

 

Han Shanxue died! 

 

The end of the team. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian has just finished his interview and is chatting with female reporters while the two 

male reporters in charge of the live broadcast are following up. 

 

“Wait a moment for me, and I’ll communicate with the scouts ahead.” Bloodthirsty Batian calmly said 

to the female reporter. 

 

“Yes.” The female reporter gave another glance at Bloodthirsty. 

 

“Did anyone find the Jagged Brothers?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

The head of the scout forward replies, “No enemy was found.” 

 



Bloodthirsty Batian nodded with satisfaction. At this moment, the shouting and killing sound came from 

the front, and Bloodthirsty raised his head sharply. This sound was too familiar to him. It was the voice 

of war unique to the Iron Blood Brothers players. 

 

“What’s going on.” Bloodthirsty Batian looked at the south shore of Yuema. 

 

As soon as the South Bank of Yuema was about to speak, the Yuba tyrant dialed the bloodthirsty bully 

interphone, and said in horror: “Boss, our striker was attacked by the three brothers of the Iron Blood 

Brothers, White Wolf, White Lion and White Tiger. . “ 

 

Han Shanxue sent a message saying: “Boss, my army was attacked by the half-hearted forces of the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

“Fart, scouts have just reported that there are no enemies, where did they come from?” Bloodthirsty 

scolded. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian knows that in order to allow these 60,000 people to hide in the safflower plain 

without any barriers, he used two precious secondary injunctions “The Sound of Heaven and Earth” to 

pull the ground apart two wide 50 A huge pothole measuring 500 meters long and 30 meters deep. 

 

Then, each player was given two bottles of underwater breathing medicine, and they were buried in the 

soil again. It took a lot of effort and the path exposed in the Bloodthirsty Live broadcast, which triggered 

this sneak attack. . 

 

The bloodthirsty scout sent a message saying, “Report boss, we found the main force of the iron-blood 

brothers alliance, about 5 kilometers away from us.” 

 

The bloodthirsty tyrant was crazy, and even cursed, he asked Yuxuebawang: “How many people are 

here?” 

 

“At least 30,000, all equipped with gold, I have been killed by their sneak attack.” Yuxue Bawang said 

ashamed. 

 



The bloodthirsty bully anger reached the apex and sent a message to Han Shanxue: “How many enemies 

do you have.” 

 

“There are about 30,000 people, all equipped with gold.” 

 

The bloodthirsty domineering awakened, a total of 60,000 gold equipment, which is obviously Lu Yang’s 

main force, and quickly said to Han Shanxue: “You hold me back, take your elite troops, be sure to hold 

me back.” 

 

Han Shanxue said with a crying voice: “Boss, I am dead, my elite troops have also died in the attack of 

the other party, and the Jagged Brothers’ offensive is too fierce. “ 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian was stunned in the spot. In this battle, he arranged the most elite 70,000 gold troops 

in the former army and the Chinese army. Half of them were in Yuxueba and Westerly, and half were in 

Hanshanxue. Now they are two. At the same time, they were attacked at the same time. If they were 

toppled, the 150,000 silver in the back would be the fish on the chopping board, only to be killed. 

 

Regardless of scolding the procedure for loving waste, the bloodthirsty bully hurriedly shouted to the 

guards behind him: “The demon of the city, black dreams, night, poinsettia, you 6 studios bring the team 

up, you must block them. 

 

The six major studios became heads of 10,000 people under the bloodthirsty tyrants, and received 

orders to take their 10,000 men from both wings to pounce toward the bitter love half-life. 

 

After issuing the order, Bloodthirsty Batian picked up the phone and dialed Wang Teng’s number, 

saying, “Report to President Wang, we have been attacked by the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood, and 

we have trouble speeding up other troops.” 

 

“How many people are there in the other party?” Wang Teng asked. 

 

“There are about 60,000, all of which are gold equipment. I may not be able to support it here,” said 

Bloodthirsty Batian. 

 



“Waste.” Wang Teng’s anger rose to the apex instantly, cursing: “Do you have 70,000 gold and 150,000 

silver, and a total of 220,000 can’t stop the enemy’s 60,000 troops, I tell you that the bloodthirsty bully, 

you You have to entangle them for me. If you lose, you can get me out of the guild and never come 

back. “ 

 

The bloodthirsty bully did not dare to speak back, he signed an agreement with Wang Teng, and if he 

lost again this time, he would give up the actual control of the guild. 

 

“Mr. Wang, I must support the pillar, please send someone over here, Lu Yang’s attack is too fierce.” 

Bloodthirsty Batian begged. 

 

Wang Teng then became slightly angry, saying, “The closest to you is the Prophet Guild and Yong *. They 

can reach the battlefield in 20 minutes. Within 20 minutes, you must hang on to each other. If you 

support them for 20 minutes, Can’t live, hum. “ 

 

The bloodthirsty bully watched Wang Teng’s phone hung up in fear, and a reporter pushing in front of 

him pulled out his two-handed sword and shouted, “All the bloodthirsty men, listen to my order, and 

the whole army will attack.” 

 

The voice just fell. 

 

Three daggers appeared on the back of the Bloodthirsty Bully at the same time. 

 

“16602” (additional agile attack + triple crit) 

 

“16168” 

 

“16186” 

 

Bloodthirsty Bloody’s blood was instantly emptied, he fell unwillingly to the ground, looked back at the 

moment of death, and just saw the smiling faces of Han Sha, Han Yu and Han Meng. 

 



The female reporter screamed in horror and looked at the three of Han Sha. The guard behind 

Bloodthirsty Batian was crazy, and 20 people and Yuema South Bank rushed towards them. 

 

“Revenge on the boss.” 

 

Han Sha glanced at the screaming female reporter and said to Han Yu and Han Meng at the side, “We 

are better than one, and see who kills more before this woman’s call ends.” 

 

“Compare.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Han Yu and Han Meng showed happy smiles at the same time, and a ghost flashed, Han Yu appeared 

behind Yuema South Bank, and the dagger was accurately inserted into the back of the neck. 

 

“20186” 

 

Death of Yuema South Bank! 

 

“Xiaoyu, you grab my head.” Han Meng jumped unhappyly behind the guard’s leader, and a sword 

pierced the back of his neck. 

 

“19898” 

 

Guard the boss to die! 

 

Han Yu spat out his tongue at Han Meng, his hand was faster, and he avoided four guardian swords. As 

soon as the backhand sword was about to be cut off, Han Fei appeared and inserted the dagger first. 

 

“Have you forgotten Master’s lesson ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Don’t make trouble when killing people, 

end the fight quickly.” 



 

“Yes, second brother.” The three said together. 

 

Han Fei was speechless. Among the seniors under Han Zhong, Lu Yang was the oldest brother, and Han 

Ying was the second oldest sister, but everyone used to call sister Han Ying, so Han Fei became second. 

Brother. 

 

“Space Chaos” 

 

The remaining 16 guards only felt a blue light flashing around them, and then all fell to the ground. 

 

“Brother is great.” Brother Han Sha immediately applauded. 

 

Han Fei snorted and said, “Let’s go and continue killing and tell all the assassination teams to end the 

fight within 20 minutes. It is only 20 minutes away from our closest prophecy guild and Yong *.” 

 

“Yes,” the three agreed. 

 

In order to deal with this war, Lu Yang turned all the thieves above 30 in the 6 major legions into a team 

with more than 8,000 people. They were responsible for hiding on both sides of the bloodthirsty team, 

unified by Han Fei and Han Sha. command. 

 

Although the bloodthirsty bully ordered the scout troops to hide in a large area before this, 12 of them, 

Han Fei and Han Sha, were both level 50 thieves, and they easily escaped the group of level 30 scouts 

with their respective thieves. 

 

When the three were about to leave, the female reporter stopped crying and saw Han Fei leaving. She 

quickly pulled Han Fei and asked, “I am a reporter from Xinfeng Satellite TV. Can you give us an 

interview?” 

 

Han Fei smiled and said, “Beauty, I’m not the stupid bloodthirsty bully. I will be interviewed live during 

the war. Goodbye.” 



 

Han Fei’s figure disappeared into the sea of flowers for a while, leaving only a cool smile to the audience 

watching the live broadcast. 

 

“very handsome.” 

 

“Little fresh meat.” 

 

“Follow the report, we need to see the handsome guy.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 447 - Safflower Funeral (5) 

  

The female reporter didn’t know what to do, and immediately took the camera to the direction of the 

Bloodthirsty Army’s silver unit. 

 

More than 8,000 thieves of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood broke into the tail flanks of the Bloodlust 

Alliance. Because it is not the main force, the most important role of silver equipment players is to use 

cannon fodder and heal. 

 

Therefore, their formation is not a group mode of attack, defense, and blood in 20 people, but 

treatment is divided into one group, and cannon fodder is divided into one group. 

 

Six studios such as the Allure Demon took away 60,000 cannon fodder, including plate armor and mage 

occupations such as warriors and paladins. The remaining players at the end of the line are mainly 

healing, just when they are going to split up to go to support when. 

 

Han Fei appeared with 8000 gold. 



 

One side is the weakest armor, and the other is the strongest outbreak. As soon as they made contact, 

50,000 healed players fled and fled, quickly defeating. 

 

Warm Fortress. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian has just resurrected and returned to the fortress. He is horrified to see countless 

white lights lighting up inside the teleportation point. 

 

Yuema South Bank shouted loudly: “After the resurrection, we found our respective teams immediately. 

This is a group and here is the second group …” 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian quickly ran to the south bank of Yuema, holding back his anger and asking, “Why are 

you back?” 

 

Seeing Bloodthirsty Batian almost cried out on the south bank of Yuema, he said, “Boss, I have been 

given the same seconds as you. When I came back, I saw the mess in the fortress. I was gathering the 

team.” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully looked at the staff of nearly 100,000 people in the outer city and said blankly, 

“These were all killed back?” 

 

Yuema South Bank said in a crying voice: “They were all killed back. This time we did the trick. The gold 

troops were all killed back. The remaining silver could not hold for a few minutes.” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully felt chills all over his body, and sent a message to the six major studios, saying: 

“We must hold on, we must hold on, even if the entire army is destroyed, we must not run away.” 

 

Red flowers on the plain. 

 

Six people, such as the Allure Demon, Night Rain Plantain, Yipinhongyan, and Heimengyeye, looked 

around in horror. After receiving the order of bloodthirsty bully, Yipinhong said lonely, “Boss, we did our 

best, sorry.” 



 

Around 6 people, half-life players with 300 gold equipment surrounded them in a circle. 

 

“Just because you guys want to ruin our Jagged Brotherhood, it’s a joke. Now I will give you six people 

the opportunity to challenge us five, I will win one by two, and I will let you six go.” 

 

Behind bitter love for half a lifetime, whoever insulted me all the time, who was mad, handsome, 

twilight, and Han Liu, everyone had a look of contempt. 

 

“Don’t be too crazy, just because you dare fight with us.” Allure demon angered. 

 

“Oh, I can kill you without the Lord of Hellfire, come, just you, fight me.” Whoever said madly pointing at 

the demon of the city. 

 

The allure of the city demon is angry, but he has rushed to the side who has instigated my life, and has 

been transferred to become the white snake swordsman of the allure of the city demon. His attack skills 

are special, but he is mad by the warlock profession without any wait. Control, and as a result, the 

rampant full blood killed the Demon Demon. 

 

On the other side, several other people were also right up, Han Liu fell out of the black dream, the 

Twilight Knife killed a poinsettia. 

 

The dull and handsome guy killed Yeyu Bashao and said to Twilight Madness: “I don’t know 

Lianxiangxiyu.” 

 

“I wipe, look at the boss, there are a dozen or two, don’t you say he is a violent maniac.” Twilight Maniac 

said. 

 

“I’m stupid, the boss’s pk technology has improved rapidly recently, who has nothing to look for?” Said 

the dumb handsome guy. 

 



As soon as the words fell, bitter love half-life easily killed two studio masters, saying: “It’s really a bunch 

of rubbish. I thought they were masters before. End the battle as soon as possible and clean the 

battlefield to welcome the boss.” 

 

“Yes.” The crowd laughed and agreed to continue to hunt down subsequent enemies. 

 

Warm Fortress. 

 

A flash of light flashed, six people including poinsettia and allure demon appeared in the outer area of 

the fortress. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian is organizing a team to prepare for departure, and seeing six of them returning, said 

in horror: “How do you come back?” 

 

The allure demon said, “Sorry, we lost.” 

 

“What about the troops in front of me?” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

The six did not dare to speak, and Bloodthirsty Domineering looked at countless white lights constantly 

appearing in the outer city transfer point, and was stunned. 

 

Almost 220,000 troops on the expedition were annihilated. 

 

“How is this possible?” The Bloodthirsty Bamur muttered to himself. 

 

Yuema Nanan said: “Boss, you can’t be in a daze here, we have to quickly bring people back to the 

battlefield, or let Wang Teng know what’s going on here, and we’re finished.” 

 

“Yes, yes, you’re right, we have to rush over with people, and this thing can’t tell Wang Teng.” The 

bloodthirsty bully panicked God, if let Wang Teng know that he was defeated before the Prophet Guild 

arrived Now, thinking of what Wang Teng had told him before, Bloodthirsty Batian immediately said: 

“The whole army is out of the city, quickly.” 



 

The voice just fell. 

 

Wang Teng called and asked, “How about you, the Black Blood and the Prophets’ Guild will arrive soon.” 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian quickly said, “I’m hitting.” 

 

“Very good, hold on. The soul will reach the battlefield for 20 minutes. In addition, players who let you 

die will gather quickly. As long as you are together, Luyang will be piled up.” Wang Teng said. 

 

“Yes, yes, yes, I’ll call it.” Bloodthirsty hung up the phone and said, “The team will be organized on the 

road, and the whole army will leave the city.” 

 

People such as Yuema South Bank and Han Shanxue immediately took the player out of the city, and 

nearly 200,000 people were out of order. 

 

Qu Han has been standing next to Bloodthirsty Batian. He really wants to tell Bloodthirsty Batian. Now 

this situation must convey the news to the Prophet Guild and Yong *, so that the two of them will be 

prepared. At least the formation will be set before going up . 

 

However, seeing the appearance of Bloodthirsty Domination, Qu Han shook his head and chose to quit 

the game. 

 

On the other side, on the battlefield. 

 

When Lu Yang arrived at the battlefield with an army of 220,000, the three males of Bai’s tribe and half-

loving half-life were standing neatly on the grassland with 60,000 troops to meet Lu Yang. 

 

“Pretty, we won.” Xia Yuwei, Jiang Ze, Muddy Wine Pour, Zhou Tianming and others celebrated with 

excitement. 

 

White Lion and bitter love ran to Lu Yang in front of him. 



 

The White Lion said excitedly: “Boss, annihilated the 220,000 people who are bloodthirsty, our army has 

been resurrected, and there are 100,000 gold items in the loot.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Very well, tell the brothers, I will pay them the money for the 100,000 pieces of 

equipment immediately. Tu Feng took the person to pick up the equipment, and then sent it on the 

spot. Golden Force. “ 

 

“Yes.” Tu Feng immediately handed over to the White Lion and distributed equipment on the spot 

according to the guild points. 

 

“Boss, your move is so beautiful, how did you think of using” The Sound of Heaven and Earth “to set an 

ambush.” Bitter love said excitedly for a long time. 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Xia Yuwei said: “It is really beautiful. This kind of play makes us dare not even think about it. The war in 

the game can still be played like this.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “What is this? The main thing is that this game is too realistic. You also treat 

him as a traditional online game. Look, I will teach you another trick, boss. *. “ 

 

Xia Yuwei’s eyes lit up and she said, “We have already exposed our position. Is there a new way of 

playing?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course I do. I ask you. When Wang Teng asked Bloodthirsty Domineering, would 

Bloodthreately admit to him that he was swept by us without even having a face to face with us?” 

 

Mao Qiu said: “Just because of bloodthirsty bully, you should not tell the truth.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I bet that Bloodthirsty Domineer would never dare to admit the fact that we 

have been wiped out. He will tell Wang Teng that he is fighting a deadly fight with us.” 



 

“So what?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the crowd and said, “Remember, intelligence on the battlefield is the first element. If 

the information is inaccurate, you do n’t know how to die. Today I will teach you a trick called Hidden 

Sky and Crossing the Sea, Zhou Tianming.” 

 

“Here.” The brothers Zhou Tianming and Zhou Tianyan were immediately delisted. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Take your troops ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Take off our emblem and fight with me as a 

bloodthirsty bully.” 

 

“Boss, are you going to lie to them?” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

“Yes, I bet that these two wastes will be fooled if they don’t understand how to play. Before, in order to 

prevent them from sending Han Yu and Mu Yi in advance to catch the scouts sent by them, they were 

too arrogant. “Dare to run with us with 100,000 gold troops and 80,000 silver. Now there are no 

formations, everyone prepares.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuo Jiu and others excitedly arranged their teams. Not long after, the battlefield was set up. 

Zhou Tianming took 50,000 silver and 10,000 gold players to pretend to be desperate to resist, and his 

troops were fighting. Together. 

 

The three male soldiers of Bai’s family and the half-loving army are hidden in two large pits made with 

“The Sound of Heaven and Earth”. The players of the two troops who have just made money have an 

excited expression on each face. 

 

When this kind of skill kills the head and can get gold coins, they dare not think about it before, but Lu 

Yang really cashed in with them, and the equipment they got really became their own. 

 

However, many players did not ask for money, but first paid back the guild points they had owed before. 

The gold equipment on them was first given to them by Lu Yang. 

 



“Hey, fight a few more times, buddy I will pay off the points.” A player said excitedly. 

 

“Well, you have also earned points. You don’t want any money,” another player asked. 

 

“I’m stupid. I will soon rise to level 40. Haven’t you watched the guards around the white wolf boss, a 

full set of 40 gold equipment, how old are my battle points? 

 

“Right.” 

 

The entire Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has a high goal, everyone is keen on war, which is the most 

terrible. 

 

Opposite the battlefield. 
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“Hey, the bloodthirsty guy also has today.” Heixue said unhappyly, when his undead black sword 

defeated, he went to the bloodthirsty domineering for containment, but the bloodthirsty domineering 

turned him out. The black blood has always been in my heart. 

 

Coupled with the next few cooperations, Bloodthirsty Domineering is a contemptuous attitude, and 

Black Blood ca n’t wait to lose more times. 

 

Spring and Autumn have also been unpleasant. As a large union, although there is no fortress, the 

number is not as good as Bloodthirsty. But why is Bloodthirsty looking at him with contempt? Everyone 

is a company. What to pretend, this is the true idea of the heart of Spring and Autumn several times. 

 

Therefore, the two did not really want to help Bloodthirsty Domineering, but were forced by Wang 

Teng’s pressure. All they thought along the way was how to ridicule Bloodthirsty Domineering after 

winning Lu Yang. 

 

“Hey, it’s pretty cool to see the bloodthirsty Batian **** bowing his head.” Chunqiu said several times. 



 

“After this battle, you and my brother have their own fortresses. We must help each other at that time.” 

Hei Xue said. 

 

“sure.” 

 

The looks of the two were giggling, and Lu Yang didn’t look at them in the slightest. In the two they 

wanted to come, Lu Yang had at most 40,000 sets of gold equipment. The two of them together had 

100,000 sets of gold equipment. Lu Yang has been crushed. 

 

Ten minutes later, the two took the team to the battlefield. 

 

Black Blood looked at the situation on the battlefield and said with a sneer: “The waste of bloodthirsty 

domineering was turned into this by Lu Yang.” 

 

Chunqiu Qiu said several times: “70,000 gold troops left 10,000, and 150,000 silver left 50,000, which is 

miserable.” 

 

Hei Xue said: “Let’s go, this opportunity is good, you can kill Lu Yang’s troops in one fell swoop, where 

are you going?” 

 

“I go to the right, you go to the left, we attack from both wings.” Chunqiu said several times. 

 

Black Blood nodded and shouted, “Brothers of the Necromancer Black Sword, our chance for revenge is 

coming. The whole army will attack me to the left and attack Lu Yang’s left wing.” 

 

The two guilds that came with Black Blood this time included the original Undead Black Sword. After 

being dispelled by Lu Yang, the 8 Guilds almost disintegrated because the gold equipment was stolen. 

 

There are only three guilds remaining. Among them, the guild of Fast Death is suspected of being a 

traitor. Therefore, Black Blood only found two guilds of Hengtian and Fast Death. 

 



The two men’s guild was already on the verge of collapse, and was directly merged into Yong * under 

the encouragement of black blood. 

 

Today, both men are equipped with gold equipment throughout the body. When they saw Lu Yang’s 

team, it was natural that the black sword of the Necroman was broken up. Under the hatred, a sword 

was swept across the sky and the **** of rapid death took it personally. The team rushed up. 

 

Xia Yuwei saw that the enemy’s troops did not doubt that they came directly from the two wings and 

admired Lu Yang, saying, “Silver shield team, ready to defend.” 

 

Zhang Zibo personally took the 5000 Silver Shield team in front. Although it was a silver team, each of 

them was attached to the goblin sacred guard by Blue Feather. 

 

Even after more than 10 minutes of eating Guru Magic Mix, Blue Feather has been constantly adding 

defense to the team’s defense and anti-riding with the appearance of a green fat ball. 

 

Blue Feather has risen to level 40. With 10 intellect gemstones in his body and Lu Yang lending him a 

temporary increase in intelligence, the demon heart and magic wand staff, Blue Feather’s intelligence is 

nearly 5,000 points, plus the Gulu mixture, a total of 700 additional defense. 

 

The actual defense of the 5000 Silver Shield Battle is higher than that of players equipped with gold. At 

the same time, the Paladin behind them uses sacred sacrifice, plus their iron wall skills, the actual attack 

power of the Silver Army is only one quarter . 

 

Yi Jian Heng Tian hated Lu Yang’s death, saw Zhang Zibo’s expression on the face in front of a loud 

command, a sullen expression on his face, came to a distance of 30 yards to launch the charge skills. 

 

“Cleave” 

 

“Flame Slash” 

 

Just like the white wolf, two consecutive strokes were used. One sword swept across the sky and 

jumped to the top of Zhang Zibo’s head. The two-handed sword was suddenly cut off. 



 

Zhang Zibo long ago put the other side up, holding up his big gold shield. 

 

“when” 

 

A crisp sound shocked the audience, Zhang Zibo could not help but take a step back under the strength 

of the other party. 

 

“1162” 

 

Yi Jianhengtian looked at Zhang Zibo’s blood in horror. How could he not believe that Zhang Zibo had 

lost such a little blood. 

 

“You, how high is your defense?” Yi Jian asked in horror. 

 

Zhang Zibo smiled and said, “This is not important. What is important is that you are dead, Master. Kill 

this stupid person.” 

 

A sword withdrew across the sky immediately, but a shield battle in the back patted him on the head. 

 

“Shield strike” 

 

A sword stuns for 3 seconds. 

 

“Shield strike” 

 

The shield battle on the right was a shield shot on his head, dizzy for 3 seconds. 

 

“Shield strike” 

 



On the left … 

 

Among the shield strikes in all directions, Yi Jian was crooked and died under the blast of dozens of silver 

mages. 

 

Before dying, he finally woke up and looked back behind him. He never understood why his golden army 

had not yet broken through the opponent’s silver shield. 

 

At that moment, he saw that his golden troops had reached the third row of the Jagged Brotherhood, 

and he was struggling to fall into the silver shield of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Black Blood was taking charge of the Chinese army, and saw with his own eyes that Zhang Jianbo died in 

the shield array of Zhang Zibo, cursing: “It’s a waste. Even a silver shield array can’t be broken. The 

whole army attacked.” 

 

On the other side. 

 

The striker units, which had been in the spring and autumn for several times, also fell into the same 

situation as Yijian Hengtian. The Golden Army rushed into the third row of the shield battle, and it 

became extremely difficult to move forward. 

 

Several times in the spring and autumn, he chose the same approach as the black blood and shouted, 

“The whole army is charging.” 

 

The 50,000 gold troops led by the two men were inserted into Lu Yang’s flanks like two pliers. 

 

The charge of 100,000 gold troops made Tu Feng and Jiang Ze extremely nervous. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “How about letting the Baishi Sanxiong and the half-loving team launch an offense.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “Brother, don’t mess, 5 minutes, at least 5 minutes.” 

 



“Can our silver troops hold up, how many people would have died if the special mages on both sides 

joined the war?” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said solemnly: “Trust our brothers, they can hold on for 5 minutes.” 

 

If now the white lion and bitter love would launch a raid for half their lives, all previous efforts would be 

wasted. Black blood and several times of spring and autumn found that Lu Yang had an ambush on the 

side, and he would definitely shrink the army immediately. Have to pay a great price. 

 

Both Zhang Zibo and the turbid wine dumplings in the front position knew this. Zhou Tianming and Sun 

Yu, who pretended to fight, also knew this, and the three males in the pit and the bitter love half-life 

were also clear. 

 

Zhang Zibo and the turbulent silver troops that pour in are also clear. 

 

Two minutes later, the Black Blood and the Golden Masters of Spring and Autumn were sent to the 

forefront of the battlefield. 

 

The two parties together have a 50,000 gold mage, and without any interference, the two sides let go of 

the release magic. 

 

The ice-, fire-, thunder-, and psionics genres fell into the ranks of Zhang Zibo and Zhuojiu. 

 

“Brothers, resist.” Zhang Zibo shouted. 

 

Lan Yu shouted loudly: “Healing team, range magic and blood.” 

 

The 20,000 treatments that belong to His Majesty’s Blue Feather use the magic and blood as if they 

were desperately not as blue. 

 



Black blood laughed and watched the silver shield team around Zhang Zibo immersed in the magic of 

the blockbuster. He said madly, “Lu Yang, you also have today, the Master Group, bombed them to 

death, and the whole army launched an attack with me.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the black blood and sneered, without speaking. 

 

Heiyan said excitedly: “Boss, let me kill him by putting a curse in the past.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and looked to the right. 

 

The turbid wine poured out in person, and with the Silver Shield team to resist several spring and 

autumn attacks, they were also caught in the magic of the blockbuster. 

 

After 1 minute. 

 

The silver players around Zhuoju were exhausted, and Zhuoju had to retreat 10 yards away. In front of 

him, more than 1,000 silver shields died on the spot ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ minutes later. 

 

Zhang Zibo’s shield clan has killed 2,000 people. 

 

… 

 

The time passed by one second and one second, Zhang Zibo and the muddy shield-swept shield team 

were almost dead and wounded. Just when Zhang Zibo’s team was about to be breached and Zhang 

Zibo could not bear the death, Lu Yang said: “Send a signal , The whole army is attacking. “ 

 

Jiang Ze and Tu Feng had already become ants on the hot pot. When they heard Lu Yang’s words, the 

two of them quickly took out a flare and hit the air. 

 

“嗖” 

 



“嗖” 

 

Two red and blue flares burst into the air at the same time. 

 

The white lion had been so upset that he could not wait to rush up to help his brothers. Seeing that Li 

Yuang finally signaled, he suddenly stood up and shouted, “Iron brothers, kill me ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” The 30,000 gold player rushed out from the hidden point and rushed towards the right side of 

the black blood. 

 

Zhou Tianming and Sun Yu stopped acting at the same time. The two nodded and shouted, “Iron 

brothers, kill!” 

 

Zhou Tianming rushed to the left of Black Blood with 10,000 gold and 50,000 silver, and Sun Yu rushed 

to the right of Spring and Autumn several times with 10,000 gold and 20,000 silver. 

 

Jiang Ze divided the team into two, and Tu Feng and half of them immediately went to the front to 

reinforce Xia Yuwei and Zhuoju. 

 

“Brothers, I’m here to reinforce.” Jiang Ze shouted. 

 

Xia Yuwei nodded and shouted loudly: “Han Sha, looking up at the gleam, Zhang Zibo, attacking head-

on.” 

 

“Kill ~!” Zhang Zibo had already had enough. He replaced his defense equipment and changed it into a 

full set of Master Sergeant at level 40. He rushed into the black blood mage group. 

 

“Furious Cyclone Slash” 

 

Zhang Zibo spun up frantically, cursing as he turned: “Meow a microphone and let you hit me. Did you 

hit me just now? I am here to get revenge.” 
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Heixue thought that Lu Yang’s troops had just fought with Bloodthirsty Batian once, and most of them 

had just seen it, so he dared to let go of his hands and feet with a few spring and autumn attacks. 

 

Watching the 30,000 pure gold players rushed by the Baixi Sanxiong, the black blood was stunned at the 

spot, and murmured, “How is it possible, how can Lu Yang still have 30,000 gold players.” 

 

“Boss, what should we do, our flanks are not defended at all, and we are finished when we rush in.” 

Jindiao said in horror. 

 

Black Blood said excitedly; “What are you waiting for, take someone to defend it.” 

 

The Golden Eagle said: “It’s too late, our players are fighting Xia Yuwei, and they can’t withdraw at all.” 

 

After the 100,000 troops issued a comprehensive attack command, the players had already lost their 

formation. At this time, they wanted to gather tens of thousands of people to block the 30,000 people 

of Bai Sanxiong side by side, as if they were dreaming. 

 

Heixue could only watch the three brothers of the Bai family and Zhou Tianming rush into his troops 

from the left and right sides, like two heavy hammers, smashing his team into three sections. 

 

Black blood was at the forefront, originally an attacker, and in a blink of an eye it turned into a situation 

where he was surrounded by Bai’s three males, Jiang Ze and Xia Yuwei. 

 



Lu Yang stood in the center and looked at the black blood in a distant expression. He shook his head. For 

two generations, he slaughtered the black blood fortress. The black blood that he played quit the game. 

The hatred has faded. 

 

Lu Yang tried several times to give Black Blood a way to make himself quit the game. However, Black 

Blood regarded Lu Yang’s letting go as a fluke. Now, it’s time to make a final decision. 

 

Lu Yang said to Hei Yan around him, “You stay here, I will be back soon.” 

 

A remnant flame was left in place, and it flew to Xia Yuwei at the speed of light. 

 

A red light crossed the battlefield. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lu Yang appeared beside Xia Yuwei. 

 

“Boss, why are you here?” Xia Yuwei was about to launch a general attack and asked Lu Yang when she 

saw it. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and looked at the black blood, and said, “The last trip to send this old friend, I am afraid 

this is the last time that the black blood participated in the war, I will send him off.” 

 

Xia Yuwei looked blank. 

 

Seeing Lu Yang’s red eyes, the black blood scolded excitedly: “Lu Yang, you can only challenge me if you 

have the courage, dare you.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed inwardly, and said, “Why not dare, everyone will let go, I’ll single him out.” 

 



Xia Yuwei naturally let go of a road, not to mention being singled out. Even a hundred black blood would 

not kill a Lu Yang. The two sides were not of the same level. 

 

The Golden Eagle stepped forward to dissuade the black blood and said, “Boss, don’t.” 

 

Without saying a word, Black Blood pushed angrily away from the gold carving, and strode toward the 

landing sun. 

 

The black blood side quickly gave way, and the black blood holding the dagger approached the landing 

sun quickly, with a scowl on his face. 

 

“I’m going to kill you.” At 30 yards, the black blood roared into a ghost and appeared behind Lu Yang, 

with a dagger inserted straight into Lu Yang’s neck. 

 

“Give me death.” 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

Lu Yang’s body suddenly burst into red, the moment the dagger was about to touch his neck, he flew 

black blood beyond 20 yards. 

 

“Space thief?” Lu Yang smiled at the black blood and said, “In order to kill me, you have put in a lot of 

effort. You just did a good job.” 

 

Heixue stood and looked at Lu Yang in surprise and was able to fly him 20 yards away. Lu Yang’s level 

was at least 10 levels higher. 

 

“Yeah, I tried my best to get revenge.” Black Blood scolded his teeth. 

 

“Space Chaos” 

 



The black blood body flashed into space. 

 

“Old and big heart.” Xia Yuwei said in a panic. He didn’t expect that Black Blood was a space thief. 

Thinking of Han Fei’s strength, he suddenly worried about Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang smiled at Xia Yuwei and said, “In fact, the space thief is not very powerful, and the space 

chopping is a waste skill. Good, I will teach you all how to break the space chopping.” 

 

Lu Yang was short, and his entire body slanted upward. At the moment when the black blood was out, 

the body suddenly burst out of red light. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

The shape of the black blood appeared in mid-air, was lured by Lu Yang to fall 25 yards, and fell to the 

ground. 

 

Hei Xue quickly stood up and looked at Lu Yang in horror, and said, “How do you know I’m there?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “The passive mode of Space Chaos has a fixed attack trigger time. As long as 

you know this time, your Space Chaos will never hit me. If you can still play this game, exercise well for 

free Model it. “ 

 

Black Blood looked at Lu Yang in suspicion. He had used all the tricks and had not killed a trace of blood, 

which gradually calmed down the anger of Black Blood. 

 

He knew he couldn’t beat Lu Yang. 

 

Suddenly, Black Blood thought of a “wonderful” idea. He sneered while circling around Yangyang and 

said, “Lu Yang, you are really strong, but how can you be strong by yourself, you can be strong. Liu Jie? 

In order to deal with you this time, Liu Jie prepared 300,000 sets of gold equipment for us. This time you 

lose. “ 

 



Lu Yang was not anxious to kill Black Blood, and said with a smile: “I already knew this. He used the 

equipment made by Beifeng City Blacksmith Shop. I guessed based on time. I am not afraid of these 

300,000 sets of gold equipment . “ 

 

Black blood laughed and said, “No, you are not afraid of any capital. 300,000 sets of gold equipment 

players can sweep any main city of the Terrans.” 

 

Not to mention 300,000 sets, and 200,000 sets will be able to lay down all the fortresses of a main city, 

but that is under the command of Lu Yang and Wang Teng to command, but it is for the equipment. 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said: “Black blood, needless to say these meaningless words, I know your intention, 

you just want to persist until the soul is eternal, right?” 

 

The expression of black blood was stagnant, and said, “What’s the matter, the spirit is always coming 

towards you with 200,000 people, and he will arrive in another 10 minutes. Why did you hit him?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “With you, if you don’t, the spirit will never return.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Black Blood asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Aside from this, Black Blood, let me ask you one thing. Did you sign a 

guild purchase contract with Wang Teng?” 

 

Black Blood frowned. “What’s wrong, what’s wrong?” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Did he say that he would give you tens of millions and buy how many shares of your 

guild, but the guild is still under your control.” 

 

“Yeah,” said Black Blood. 

 



Lu Yang said: “Go back and take a closer look at the contract. After this battle, your guild will become Liu 

Jie’s guild. All the funds he gave you will be at his disposal, and you will be completely eliminated by 

him.” 

 

“It’s impossible to talk nonsense,” Heixue said in disbelief. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Look at Article 17 of the contract. What you sign is not a contract at all, but a gambling 

agreement.” 

 

Hexue suspected that he opened the system to check the contract. When he saw that as the chairman 

of Article 17, he caused the guild to lose more than half of the investment amount, and the investor as a 

major shareholder had the right to reclaim the management right of the guild. 

 

Black Blood said, “So what, I lost a maximum of 10,000 sets of equipment with you this time, but only 10 

million, I can fight you at least three times.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the black blood with pity, and by looking at his expression, he knew that the contracts 

that Liu Jie gave to the black blood were the same as in the previous life. They were all morally 

inconsistent contracts. 

 

Lu Yang asked: “So, Liu Jie gave you 50 million, and you got 50,000 sets of gold equipment, right?” 

 

“Yeah,” said Black Blood. 

 

“But do you know how much money has been fired in the national service level 30 gold material, just 

now, the price was artificially raised to a set of 30 gold coins, which has increased by 10 times.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

One set is eight pieces. In order to cope with the war, Lu Yang has been in touch with several large 

material dealers. In the event of a war here, he would rather withdraw some of the investment funds in 

virtual currencies and also buy materials and Wang Teng fought to the end. 

 



As a result, a material dealer just told him ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ that the price of materials for grade 

gold equipment has gone up, and it takes 30 gold coins to buy a set of materials. 

 

For the first time, Lu Yang guessed that it was a ghost of Liu Jie, because he had done such a lack of 

morality in the last life. 

 

The head of black blood screamed, and said in a panic, “I’m losing 10,000 sets now, isn’t it equivalent to 

losing 30 million?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Dark blood, think again. Even if you lay down three of my fortresses, can I spare you with 

my strength? If I can’t get back to the fortress, I will fight off one or two guilds. If Wang Teng gave me 

the news of the contract at this time, others wouldn’t dare to say that you can still get it done. “ 

 

Even though Lu Yang lost the fort, he still has 290,000 players, and the four fortresses of the Imperial 

City can retreat, but Lu Yang will definitely retaliate before leaving. 

 

As soon as Hei Xue thought about it, after Liu Jie won the fortress, as long as he let his guilds fight 

against Lu Yang, he could take over the guild as long as he failed once. 

 

“Liu Jie, Wang Teng, you two bastards,” Heixue scolded. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Go back and think about the countermeasures, whether it is borrowing money or loans, 

but do n’t come to mess with me anymore, I have n’t told anyone else just tell you, I do n’t want you to 

lose too much, if you dare I, I would rather defend against others than kill you first. “ 

 

“Go back and prepare for it. You should go through the transfer formalities with Wang Teng. I believe 

that Wang Teng has prepared the contract for you a few days ago.” 

 

I have to admit that Liu Jie is really great. No matter whether he wins or loses in this war, Liu Jie is the 

winner, and he is also the biggest winner. 

 



In fact, it ’s normal to think about it. Why do you have a guild worth tens of millions or even hundreds of 

millions? After giving you so much money, you ca n’t help him achieve his intended purpose. The 

management power of the guild naturally belongs to Liu Jie . 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 450 - Safflower Funeral (8) 

  

Black Blood wanted to understand and stood in horror without saying a word. 

 

The turbid wine drove the Red Flame Lion from a distance, came in front of Lu Yang, lifted the horse, 

and walked to Lu Yang’s side, saying, “Boss, we were defeated a few times in the Spring and Autumn 

Period and harvested nearly 80,000 pieces of gold equipment. The dead players are also resurrected. “ 

 

This is Lu Yang’s largest capital. As long as the battle is won, the dead player does not need to run from 

the fortress or the main city, a resurrection can restore the combat power. 

 

Jiang Ze came over and said, “The black blood’s men were all broken up. The three males of the Bai 

Family are picking up loot, and there are about 90,000 pieces of gold equipment.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Leave it to Tu Feng and form another golden army.” 

 

Jiang Ze said with a smile: “Brother, how do I feel like fighting a few more battles, we can all be 

equipped with gold equipment.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Lu Yang said: “No way, who will let them have a commander Wang Teng who does not understand game 

wars, and a group of arrogant presidents.” 

 



Xia Yuwei glanced at the black blood and asked Lu Yang: “What should this man do?” 

 

A flame ignited in Lu Yang’s hands, saying: “Black blood, let me take you for the last trip, stop playing 

this game, find a legitimate industry to do it, have the opportunity to do some atonement and let 

yourself There is a stable second half. “ 

 

Skyfire fell on the head of the black blood precisely. 

 

“12686” (Critical Strike) 

 

Black blood dies! 

 

With a wave of Xia Yuwei, countless magic behind him poured onto the black blooded guards, and 300 

members of the guards died without resistance. 

 

The white wolf just rushed over and asked curiously, “Boss, why didn’t Black Blood fight you and let you 

die.” 

 

Xia Yuwei sighed and told the story to the white wolf. 

 

White wolf said, “This stupid dare to sign such an agreement.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “They thought Liu Jie was stupid and rich, but they were big businessmen for generations. 

It was too easy to pit them, and they didn’t know it.” 

 

Xia Yuwei asked: “Is there still a chance for black blood?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “There is no chance. His loyal subordinates have signed an agreement with Liu Jie in order 

to get gold equipment, which is equivalent to selling his body to Liu Jie. Money, unless he can defeat us, 

is completely dead. “ 

 



“Hehe.” Everyone laughed together, and everyone could see that it was impossible. 

 

Han Fei sent a message saying: “The eternal team has five minutes to reach the battlefield.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Everyone is ready, the soul is here forever, and the main character of this drama has 

arrived. We welcome him.” 

 

According to the news from Tu Feng, the eternal team of spirits has 50 secondary forbidden mage, 

which is Lu Yang’s biggest enemy. 

 

Red flowers on the plain. 

 

The spirit of eternity is moving towards the battlefield with 90,000 gold and 70,000 silver at full speed. 

The scouts he sent, whether hunters or stealth thieves, were all killed by Lu Yang’s men, which made 

him feel out of battle Something went wrong. 

 

“Black blood, what happened to you, give me a message.” Shenhun asked eternally, this is the third time 

he sent a message to black blood. 

 

After 10 seconds. 

 

The black blood dialed the eternal voice of the spirit and said, “Brother, we were deceived by Liu Jie and 

Wang Teng.” 

 

The eternal spirit asked, “What’s going on.” 

 

Black Blood has just verified Lu Yang’s words. Indeed, as Lu Yang said, the auction house’s 30 gold 

materials have all become a set of 30 gold coins. 

 

“The two **** simply wanted to annex our guild.” Black Blood told the soul eternally with excitement. 

 



After listening to the words of the black blood, the eternal spirit did not show a surprised expression, 

saying: “Brother, since things have reached this point, we will fight without fighting, only by winning the 

battle, you can win back to your guild, otherwise You’re all done. “ 

 

Hei Xie said, “But the team that I had several times with in the Spring and Autumn Period has all been 

killed back to the city of St. Gall. The golden equipment has been replaced by Lu Yang’s people. “ 

 

“What?” Wraith’s eternal brows twisted together and said, “Your three guilds are all gone?” 

 

Hei Xue said: “I didn’t dare to tell the truth with Wang Teng, but just told him that he couldn’t keep it 

up. There was another thing. Lu Yang’s gold equipment was not only 30,000 or 40,000 sets, but 100,000 

sets. “ 

 

The spirit took a deep breath and shouted loudly, “The whole army stopped moving forward and 

retreated.” 

 

Cheyu stood aside and asked, “What happened?” 

 

“The three guilds of Bloodthirsty, Spring and Autumn, and Black Blood were completely annihilated by 

Lu Yang. Now our family is left. If we go, we will die and quit.” 

 

Even if the soul is eternally stupid, it can be understood as a figure. Lu Yang himself has 100,000 sets of 

gold equipment, plus the 20,000 sets sent by the three guilds, a total of 120,000 sets, and he only has 

90,000 sets. Fighting is simply asymmetric warfare. 

 

“Why don’t you go?” Shenhun said in an anxious manner when she saw Cheyu forever. 

 

Che Yu pointed in a stunned direction and said, “Can’t walk, Lu Yang’s team is here.” 

 

The spirit looked up eternally. In the blood-red sunset, Lu Yang’s 290,000 troops were lined up toward 

him, because Lu Yang ’s armor was all black because of light reflection. The sea of red flowers under the 

setting sun forms a strong contrast. 

 



Riding the Red Flame Lion King, Lu Yang said with a smile to Jiang Ze, Tu Feng, Sun Yu, Zhuo Jiu, and Xia 

Yuwei, “Do you know how cool it is to harvest people’s heads when playing games?” 

 

“What?” Jiang Ze asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Using various methods to separate the other side, it is the best to see each other rushing 

over, such as now.” 

 

This is the most common form of play. It is not that the other party is too stupid. Everyone knows that 

the strength of a fight is the strongest, but sometimes, some people can use various favorable factors to 

separate the other party. 

 

At that time, a little bait will be given, and the other person will be fooled. As long as there is one fooled, 

a chain reaction will be triggered later. The enemy obviously wants to rush together, but it turns into 

one by one, and eventually evolves into one by one. Send to death. 

 

This time, Lu Yang borrowed the enemy ’s pride and arrogance, using time differences to break through 

one by one, and now there is only one soul that is eternal, and the best thing is that the bloodthirsty 

domineering is on the way, and it has just died back in spring and autumn The whole team in the city 

formed another time difference. 

 

Tu Feng said: “According to reliable information, Bloodlust is still 19 minutes away from us.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Then we have 19 minutes to fight.” 

 

“Boss, I see how the eternal stance of the soul seems to be running.” Zhuo Jiu Qing Qing said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Among Wang Teng’s men, Eternal Spirit is the smartest. Unfortunately, he has 

a group of pig teammates. Now he can’t run too late. Sun Yu and Zhou Tianming, you two take the 

troops from the right side. Detoured to their side, making him afraid to run away easily. “ 

 

“Yes.” Sun Yu turned on the wind elf, and led Zhou Tianming and his troops to a total of 60,000 people 

to run towards the eternal side of the soul. 



 

Sun Yu’s wind elves can provide their troops with more than 200% speed bonus. After 60,000 people 

leave the army, they quickly approach the soul forever. 

 

Divine Eternal is preparing to flee the whole team. According to his ideas, he adopts the method of 

losing his soldiers to save the commander, leaving some of his men and Lu Yang desperately, and he 

retreats with a large army. 

 

However, Sun Yu and Zhou Tianming’s troops moved to his side, and he could no longer retreat calmly, 

only to command his teeth: “The entire army should be well equipped for attack.” 

 

The shield formation, healing, mage, shooter, and assassin were permanently assigned to the 

designated position by the spirits according to the regiment mode. The formation opened like a huge 

round field fortress, and a square array and a square array in the great circle were neat. 

 

Lu Yang took his troops to a location 50 yards away from the soul. This high-level shooter on both sides 

can attack. 

 

“嘣” 

 

An arrow from the eternal spirit of the soul shot at the foot of Lu Yang. 

 

“Lu Yang ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ What do you mean.” Shenhun cursed eternally. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Shenhun Eternal and said, “Yes, your formation is really beautiful. If I want to attack, I 

don’t have half an hour to break your circle.” 

 

Soul of eternity was slightly proud, saying, “This is the battlefield that I specialize in. You are the first to 

see it.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Soul, do you know the difference between World War I and World 

War II?” 



 

“What do you mean?” Eternal Spirit frowned. 

 

Lu Yang said: “During the First World War, Germany defeated Russia’s attack on France, but France has 

established a defensive position in the past five years. Machine [gun] bunkers, fire [artillery] positions, 

barbed wire, ground [mine] All in all, one million people died in Germany and they couldn’t move 

forward, which led to the later Magino line of defense. “ 

 

Feeling awkward, Eternal Spirit said, “Lu Yang, what are you trying to say?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “What I want to tell you, you will soon know that the soil mage regiment, 200 

yards ahead, Earth Dragon Earthquake.” 

 

Twenty-one mages who transferred to the soil department walked behind the shield and chanted the 

words at the same time. At a moment, 21 huge cylinders with a diameter of 60 yards and a height of 30 

yards emerged from the 200-yard team behind the eternal spirit and formed one. 1260 yards long 

geotechnical barrier. 

 

The soul-eternal eternal team was cut horizontally into two large pieces. Among them, the soul-eternal 

eternal 90,000 gold troops are most proud of them. One third was stopped in the front and two-thirds 

were stopped in the back. 

 

“At my command, the White Lion, Zhuoji, and Xia Yuwei attacked frontward, and the Black Flame 

Masters, the 20th fire spell, hit their rear positions in the first round.” Lu Yang shouted loudly. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” Zhuojiu raised his sword in his hand, and the 20,000 gold troops followed him to 

the eternal front of the soul. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 451 - Safflower Funeral (End) 



  

The spirit eternally knew the power of these people very well, and shouted, “The Archer Corps and the 

Mage Corps, the Paladins who gather the fire and muddy wine.” 

 

More than 3,000 magicians and 3,000 shooters simultaneously aimed at the location of the muddy wine. 

 

“Shoot” 

 

Countless bows and arrows flew across the sky, and countless magnificent magic erupted in the 

turquoise Paladin. 

 

“922” 

 

“1268” 

 

… 

 

In only one face-to-face meeting, Zhuoju and all the 200 Templars around him were killed, and 

subsequent troops were blocked by their skills. 

 

The spirit was eternally relieved, and suddenly, the dark clouds condensed in the sky, Mu Yu groaned 

softly. 

 

“Static Storm” 

 

An oversized lightning storm with a diameter of 100 yards appeared in the eternal mage group of spirits. 

All the mages were simultaneously silenced by magic and suffered a lot of damage. 

 

“Treatment plus blood, protection of the mage army, the mage regiment ran out.” Che Yu shouted. 

 



“Resurrection of the Soul Stone.” The murmurous wine resurrected in place using the Soul Stone, and 

200 Templars also clicked Resurrection. 

 

A flash of light flashed, and 200 people stood up intact from the ground. 

 

The turbid wine pours General Sergeant’s two-handed sword up in the sky and shouts, “Guardian 

angel.” 

 

A golden archangel appeared in the muddy wine, splattered, and all players within 30 yards increased 

defense by 2000 points. 

 

“The Knights Templar, the whole army is charging,” shouted loudly. 

 

The 200 knight’s defensive power burst instantly, raising his sword and rushing towards the shield. 

 

“Zhuojiu, I’ll help you.” A flash of red light flashed, Xiao Liang ran past Zhuojiu and jumped into the 

enemy’s shield clan. 

 

“Red Mist Bloodthirsty” 

 

A roar forced all shield battles within 30 yards to launch a physical attack on Xiao Liang. 

 

“唰” 

 

“唰” 

 

“唰” 

 

Three red lights flashed in succession, and the Red Mist Whirlwind killed all the Bloodlust Shield Armor 

soldiers within 30 yards of Xiao Liang’s side. 



 

Zhuojiu poured a beautiful gesture to Xiao Liang, and shouted, “The whole army is charging.” 

 

The eternal spirit looked at the opened gap of his side forever and immediately shouted, “Forbid the 

curse master, use the ice forbidden spell to destroy the enemy for me.” 

 

“Yes.” Fifty ice-level minor forbidden spell chants simultaneously. 

 

“Neighing” 

 

Loud hawk sounds appeared in the sky, and the spirit looked up eternally, and 100 Thunder Eagles were 

gradually lowering their height. 

 

“Che Yu, quickly take people to protect.” Shenhun shouted eternally. 

 

Che Yu nodded and shouted, “The Archer Guard and the Shield Guard, follow me to protect the 

forbidden mage and kill those Thunder Eagles.” 

 

“嗖” 

 

A long blue arrow shot into the soul’s eternal throat with precision. 

 

“16828” (Critical Strike) 

 

Che Yu is dead! 

 

“It’s the heart of the archer!” Shenhun looked at the source of the archery in eternity, and found that 

Mu Yi was standing beside Lu Yang and watching him. 

 

The spirit looked at Lu Yang forever, and he sent a message to the Forbidden Mage in person. 



 

“Quickly protect the boss.” The captain of the guard team blocked the eternal spirit in front of the 

spirit and said, “Boss hurry.” 

 

Divine spirit looked around forever. His right side was surrounded by Sun Yu and Zhou Tianming’s 

troops. The only place he could run was the left side. However, if he ran at this time, Lu Yang withdrew 

Di Longzhen and the team And the former team will be completely out of touch. 

 

Spirit Eternal now can only pray that the troops behind him can quickly bypass the right side to support 

him, and the bloodthirsty troops can also arrive early. 

 

100 Thunder Eagles landed from the sky on the head of the Forbidden Mage. 

 

“Thunder” 

 

100 thunderbolts shuttled back and forth among 50 mage. 

 

“450” 

 

“450” 

 

… 

 

After 2 seconds, all 50 ice-level secondary forbidden mages have died! 

 

There were no troops on the battlefield that could threaten Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei, and the White Lion, all 

three shouting in unison. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood, kill ~!” 

 



Among the 60,000 people who pounced on the eternal spirit team, it was previously blocked by the 

Earth Dragon Earthquake. There are only 30,000 troops around the eternal spirit. Now the mage group 

is destroyed, the curse-proof mage is also destroyed, and the opponent’s mage and curse are The mage 

is pouring a lot of magic into his team. 

 

In less than 10 minutes, the entire army that was killed by the eternal soul team was annihilated, leaving 

only the eternal soul and the 1,000 people around him. 

 

“Boss, what shall we do?” The captain asked in horror. 

 

The spirit looked at the sky eternally and helplessly. Lu Yang’s troops had such a strong attack that he 

did not expect. 30,000 people were killed even without resisting for 10 minutes, and he could only sigh. 

 

In the distance, more than 60,000 gold troops and 70,000 silver troops just bypassed the stone pillars of 

the Earthquake and appeared on the red flower plain on the left. 

 

“Boss, we’re here to help,” said Queen Mei Shi, head of the Fourth Army of the Shenwu Tribe. 

 

“Boss hold on, we’re here too,” shouted the air control of the fifth army commander of the Shenwu 

tribe. 

 

“Great, our reinforcements are here.” The captain said excitedly. 

 

The spirit’s eternal eyes brightened, and he quickly issued a command saying, “The whole army attacked 

Lu Yang’s flanks.” 

 

Almost all of Lu Yang’s golden troops were put into the battlefield, and the flanks were very weak. Once 

this time, the eternal troops of the spirits came in, and it would form a favorable situation. 

 

“Lu Yang, you lose this time. As long as you are entangled by my troops and wait for the bloodthirsty 

team to arrive, I see how else you can fight.” Said the spirit eternally excited. 

 



Lu Yang watched the eternal spirit sneer and said, “Spiritual soul, do you really think I’m as stupid as 

you?” 

 

“Can you do anything else?” The spirit asked eternally and unbelievably. 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “Hei Yan, lead the space mage to set up a barrier.” 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan turned 18 space mage to the side, and said loudly, “300 yards ahead, barriers of time 

and space, let go.” 

 

Eighteen space mages chanted a spell at the same time. Five seconds later, eighteen large crystal 

barriers with a diameter of 60 yards created a 1,000-yard-long, 60-yard-wide barrier on the flanks of 

Luyang’s troops. 

 

The air control of the Shenwu tribe and the 40,000 gold troops of the Queen of the World just rushed 

within 300 yards and were intercepted by the barriers of time and space. Only more than 10,000 gold 

troops rushed in, and the remaining 8,000 were trapped. Among the barriers of time and space, the 

remaining 20,000 people were blocked behind the barriers of time and space. 

 

“What is this, why can’t I get out,” shouted the air traffic controller. 

 

“I’m also stuck here, boss, Jagged Brothers, and a wide range of control skills.” Queen Mei Shi sent a 

message to the spirit eternal. 

 

Eternal Spirit has seen the situation on the other side and said excitedly, “Retreat, retreat.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the eternal confusion of the spirit and said loudly, “Jiang Ze, who loves half his life, 

leads the team to attack.” 

 

“Yes.” Jiang Ze and bitter love half-life led their 20,000 gold troops from the army where Lu Yang was 

located to the flanking Shenwu tribe. 

 



40,000 gold troops were cut into three sections by Lu Yang. The first section was only 10,000 gold 

troops. Facing the 40,000 troops on Lu Yang’s side, they were quickly eliminated. 

 

More than 8,000 people in the barriers of time and space were even more miserable. They were easily 

destroyed by Lu Yang’s long-range troops. In a flash, the soul lost 20,000 gold troops forever, including 

the 50,000 gold troops he lost before counting. 

 

“My gold gear.” The eternal spirit of Divine Spirit almost fell to the ground. 

 

“Boss, let’s withdraw.” The captain shouted eternally, holding his soul. 

 

“Withdraw? Yes, quickly withdraw, we must quickly go back to gather troops, can’t sit here waiting to 

be killed.” Said the spirit, eternally flustered. 

 

“Chairman of the spirits, you are afraid that there is no chance.” The white wolf leapt forward and 

jumped in front of the spirits eternity, a sword stabbed out. 

 

The soul eternal long sword runs across. 

 

“when” 

 

With a crisp sound, the white wolf turned his body to the side of the eternal soul of the soul, and 

inserted a backhand sword into the eternal neck of the soul. 

 

“16486” (triple crit) 

 

The soul is dead forever! 

 

Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei, and others arrived with their troops, and a wave of offense wiped out the eternal 

Guards. 

 



“Report to the boss, Spirit Eternal and his troops have been destroyed by us.” White Lion said to Lu 

Yang with a telephone. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Very good, Hei Yan, order the Earth Mage to withdraw the Earth Dragon Earthquake. Your 

three troops do not need to come back. Now you are on the flanks of the Shenwu tribe and give me a 

storm on their flanks.” 

 

Twenty-one cylinders fell back to the prairie in a rumbling sound, at the same time, tens of thousands of 

silver players of the Shenwu tribe were exposed, and they were moving towards the left. 

 

The muddy wine pouring, the white lion, and Xia Yuwei all showed surprise expressions at the same 

time, shouting loudly: “Iron brothers alliance ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ kill ~!” The 60,000 gold troops flew 

into the flanks of the Shenwu tribe like a tide . 

 

“Not good, Shizhu is gone, and the Gold Troops of the Iron Brotherhood have rushed up.” 

 

“Where is the boss?” 

 

“Dead, all dead, run away.” 

 

“Retreat, retreat quickly.” 

 

… 

 

The flank players of the Shenwu tribe collapsed instantly, leading the entire army into a crash. 

 

The 70,000 silver troops and the remaining 20,000 gold troops fled on the grassland, but how could an 

unorganized escape escape? In the end, the gold troops were completely destroyed by Lu Yang, and the 

silver troops ran less than 5,000. 

 

After 10 minutes. 



 

Zhuojiu, Xia Yuwei, White Lion, bitter half-life, Zhou Tianming, Sun Yu, Jiang Ze, and others all returned 

to Lu Yang’s side, everyone was happy. 

 

Tu Feng said excitedly: “Boss, this time we have harvested 130,000 pieces of gold equipment, and we 

can equip 10,000 gold troops again.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Good guy, played three wars and won back 30,000 sets of gold equipment.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

The White Lion said: “I really hope they will come back a few times so that we don’t have to worry about 

our equipment.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “They are not coming back, just now they have received the news that 

Bloodthirsty Batian brought his troops back to the warm water fortress.” 

 

“Not coming?” Jiang Ze asked, “Is something wrong?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “We can’t beat us anymore, and they should have contradictions within themselves. Liu Jie 

wanted to kill two birds with one stone this time, but it grew big.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

“I also want his men to fight him, and he wants to annex his guilds. Liu Jie is really bad.” Said bitter love 

for a long time. 

 

“Boss, what are we going to do now, brother brothers have not played enough.” White Lion said. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 452 - Battle of Blackstone Fortress 

  

Everyone laughed. 

 

After their respective teams, 290,000 troops marched towards the warm water fortress. 

 

“Don’t stop playing. My gold equipment is already extremely 7 pieces. It’s the last one. Why do I have to 

make another one?” 

 

“Hey, everything is mine, but this group of brothers under me hasn’t had it yet, and this battle must not 

stop.” 

 

“Boss is really interesting. It’s so cool to say that the booty belongs to the individual.” 

 

… 

 

After three consecutive battles, Lu Yang’s players became more aggressive. 

 

“Boss, do you think it’s time for the black blood to mess up? Liu Jie treats them like this. The black blood 

group don’t want Wang Teng and Liu Jie to work hard.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It should be a fight. My spies in the city found that after the blood returned to St. Gall, he 

did not organize a team, but went directly to Wang Teng.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

“This time they have to fight internally.” Sun Yu said. 

 



St. Gall, a residential building at 007, the bustling street of Dongcheng District. 

 

The 8-storey building was the one Liu Jie bought for Wang Teng to use as an office location. At this time, 

in the top office of the building, Wang Teng was looking at the black blood coldly. 

 

“Is it impossible to talk like that?” Wang Teng asked. 

 

Heiqi laughed and said, “Talk about it, talk about my guild merging into the Bloodlust League or the 

Shenwu tribe. I tell you that the Yong * created by Heiyu is my own, and no one can take it.” 

 

Wang Teng said expressionlessly: “I reiterate once again that this material price increase incident has 

nothing to do with me and Jie Shao. It must have been Lu Yang, and he deliberately destroyed our 

relationship.” 

 

Black Blood shook his head and said, “Wang Teng, do you still take me as a fool? He Lu Yang would not 

let me, the bloodthirsty tyrants, and the spirit eternity three guilds broken by him. Go hit him together? 

“ 

 

Wang Teng was speechless for a while. This price rise was indeed the ghost behind him and Liu Jie. It 

was Liu Jie who designed this scheme. 

 

I thought that Liu Jie and Wang Teng would not show up in this war. Even if they won, when Lu Yang 

avenged, they would send these four guilds to fight with Lu Yang. When Lu Yang could n’t carry it, he 

was ready to retreat to the Imperial City. At that time, Lu Yang quietly robbed them of a batch of 

equipment. By then, they could still get control of the four, but they did not expect that the plot was 

found out. 

 

Just as Wang Teng was thinking about a solution, several spring and autumn, bloodthirsty and eternal 

spirit broke into the office at the same time. 

 

“Wang Teng, give us a statement, what exactly do you want?” Bloodthirsty Ba Tian cursed, he just 

rushed over with his men back to the fortress, and the news sent by the black blood had left him at a 

loss. 

 



The spirit said forever: “General Manager Wang, if you don’t give us a reasonable explanation, we can’t 

fight this battle again.” 

 

The guilds, like the children they raised themselves, are now owned by others, and even the spirits are 

hard to bear. 

 

Wang Teng didn’t know how to explain it. In the face of such a situation, Bloodthirsty and Eternal Spirit 

confirmed that this incident was the ghost of Wang Teng and Liu Jie. 

 

For a time, the whole office had only the scolding of the bloodthirsty bully and the black blood. 

 

Wang Teng was so anxious that he had to turn to Liu Jie for help. 

 

Elf clan. 

 

Inside an office in Zijin King City. 

 

Liu Jie is in the process of handing over the guild. After receiving Wang Teng’s report, Liu Jie said with a 

smile: “It seems I’m still in a hurry. What are they doing now?” 

 

“The four presidents are particularly excited about refusing to fight. What should I do?” Wang Teng 

asked. 

 

Liu Jie thought for a while and said, “You told them how many, the guild merged into four corps. The 

guild bosses still manage their own staff, but the president has become a vice president. If you agree, 

merge now. , If you do not agree, immediately take back management. “ 

 

Wang Teng closed the intercom and told Liu Jie the words of Bloodthirsty Batian and others. 

 

“What a joke, disagree.” Bloodthirsty Domineer refused directly. 

 



“Okay, you guys just follow me here. Lu Yang defeated the soul. Eternal will definitely go to Warm Water 

Fortress and Black Stone Fortress. By then, the fortress is lost. Your prestige is also at its lowest point. I 

take back yours. Command, no player will have an opinion. “Wang Teng said. 

 

The ordinary player in the guild who controls the guild boss and who can bring benefits to them is the 

boss, because when they recruit people, they recruit this kind of person. 

 

Just when the two sides are deadlocked. 

 

The bloodthirsty tyrant’s intercom sounded, and the sound of Yuba tyrant came from pressing the 

connection key. 

 

“Boss, Lu Yang took 290,000 people down our city, what should we do?” 

 

Wang Teng looked at Bloodthirsty proudly and said, “Hurry up and merge. After that, you still manage 

your respective guilds, aren’t they the same?” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully looked at the eternal spirit, but the eternal spirit did not look up, and it did not 

look up a few times in the spring and autumn, and the black blood even lowered his head. Obviously, 

the three did not want to fight Luyang for his fortress. They still have the ability to repay the equipment, 

if they continue to lose, they will not be able to redeem their guild even if they go to the bank for a loan. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian showed a grinning expression, and said, “Bathbath, you still recognize me as the 

boss.” 

 

“Of course, I am the game to follow you.” Yuxuebawang said. 

 

“Well, listen to me and take all my men back to the city of St. Gall. I won’t need the warm water 

fortress.” 

 

Wang Tengyi stood up and pointed at the bloodthirsty bully with his finger and cursed, “You are crazy.” 

 



“Yes, Lao Tzu is crazy. You want my guild. Lao Tzu fights with you. Lao Tzu is now offline to raise money. 

Even if it is a loan, I will not give the guild to you.” going offline. 

 

Wang Teng was dumbfounded and quickly looked at the eternal spirit. 

 

Wraith smiled eternally and said, “Me too. If you want to take our guild, I won’t have the fortress. I will 

go offline to raise money.” 

 

They are all super guilds. It ’s a big deal not to be in St. Gall. Among the 12 main cities opened, they want 

to lay down any one or two fortresses, and the bank will be willing to loan them. 

 

Wang Teng found that the development of the situation exceeded his expectations seriously, and 

quickly said: “Don’t, don’t leave, I’ll contact Jie Shao.” 

 

When Wang Teng was worried, Lu Yang had already taken the man to the city head of the warm water 

fortress. 

 

“What’s the situation, why can’t anyone defend?” White Wolf said scratching his head. 

 

Zhuoju ran up to Lu Yang and said, “Boss, the inside of the fortress has been checked and there are no 

enemies.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Did the bloodthirsty bully fight with Wang Teng?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Just got the news, Yuba Xiawang followed the instructions of Bloodthirsty Batian, the 

whole army withdrew from the warm water fortress and returned to the holy city for rest. 

 

“Hey, it must be raising money.” Bai Hu said with a smile. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The bloodthirsty bulls are really fighting. Since we are so polite, we will leave 5000 people 

to defend the city, and the rest will fight with me at the Blackstone Fortress.” 

 



If he can win all the fortresses in the holy city, even if Liu Jie integrated the guilds such as blue crystal, 

heaven and bloodthirsty, he will also lose access to the holy city. 

 

The free teleportation is aimed at players from the old main cities such as the Holy City, instead of 

teleporting to the Old City. If you want to travel from Beifeng City to the Holy City, you will need 5 gold 

coins. 

 

However, the fighting of the four major guilds did not hurt their vitality, and it is always a problem to 

stay in the holy city. 

 

Lu Yang led the team to find solutions. 

 

On the other hand, Liu Jie finally chose to compromise and personally made a promise to the President 

of the Fourth Assembly in a special space, as long as he could hold the Black Stone Fortress and prevent 

their guild from merging. 

 

“It won’t be long before this happens,” said Black Blood unhappy. 

 

“Lu Yang, I can’t forgive you.” The bloodthirsty Batian thought that the warm water fortress was taken 

over by Lu Yang without a soldier, and his distressed face was purple. 

 

The spirit said forever: “You all come to my fortress, let’s organize the team and try to defeat Lu Yang 

under the fortress.” 

 

The black blood three nodded, but they never had the arrogance of the morning. 

 

In the comparison of the strength of the two sides, the four major guilds still had 260,000 sets of gold 

equipment in the morning, and now only 210,000 sets are hit. 

 

Lu Yang originally had only 100,000 sets. In three battles, he seized more than 40,000 sets and became 

140,000 gold players. 

 



Although the four major guilds are stronger, the four of them have just lost the battle, and their morale 

is low, and even if the battle in the siege is dead, the equipment cannot be lost, and if they fight in the 

wild ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Once it fails, Then let Lu Yang grab the equipment, they are also worried 

about Liu Jie’s change of hexagrams, so the four decided to defend. 

 

One more thing, the four felt that if Lu Yang’s siege failed, they could still get back some gold 

equipment. 

 

Over the city. 

 

The spirit said forever: “I scattered my forces to the four gates, and you wait in the city, which gate Lu 

Yang hits, you will bring soldiers to reinforce the gate.” 

 

“Yes.” Bloodthirsty Domineer took someone to prepare. 

 

After 2 hours. 

 

Lu Yang’s troops arrived at the east gate of the Black Stone Fortress, a distance of 100 yards. Lu Yang 

looked at the spirit on the head of the city and said eternally, “President of the spirit, we have met 

again.” 

 

The spirit and eternal eyes looked at Lu Yang coldly and said, “Do n’t talk nonsense. This battle is a 

decisive battle between you and our four guilds. Liu Jie has promised us. As long as we hold the Black 

Stone Fortress, we will never merge with us. guild.” 

 

Bloodthirsty domineering, black blood, and several spring and autumn appearances appeared on the 

city at the same time. 

 

Hei Xue cursed: “Lu Yang, you have the courage to attack.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “The three of you are really disappointing me. Originally, I 

thought you were going to get rid of Liu Jie even if you took a loan for your guild. However, you really 

are a dog and a habit. Ah, stay with Liu Jie. “ 



 

Several times in the spring and autumn, his face was green and white, and he said, “Don’t talk nonsense, 

Lu Yang, if you want to fight, just come and leave if you don’t want to fight, we have no time to talk to 

you.” 

 

Lu Yang sat leisurely on the back of the Lion King of Red Flames and said, “You have no time, but I have 

plenty of time now, don’t worry, I know you are all in a state of sorrow, and I will not talk to you Hit, I’ll 

wait here. “ 

 

Xia Yuwei, Sun Yu, and Baixi Sanxiong returned to their respective teams and let the team rest 

temporarily. 

 

Chapter 453 - Forbidden City 

  

The four eternal spirits were stunned. According to their expectations, Lu Yang will definitely enter the 

decisive battle state. I did not expect that Lu Yang would not fight. 

 

“What do you mean?” Hei Xue asked anxiously. Just a few of them had encouraged with his 

subordinates. If they defeated again this time, they will lose control of the guild. The players of the four 

guilds are eager to help Their respective presidents, if Lu Yang didn’t fight, the anger was quickly lost. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about the black blood at all, Yu You was waiting there, and 290,000 men were not 

anxious. 

 

After so many battles, every player in the Jagged Brothers League knows that Lu Yang is strategically 

invincible. For such a large army, Lu Yang’s command must be correct. No matter how he fights, Lu Yang 

will eventually lead They won. 

 

Compared with the sorrowful morale of the four major guilds, the morale of Lu Yang’s side has risen 

even more. 

 

10 minutes. 

 



20 minutes. 

 

… 

 

60 minutes. 

 

Lu Yang still did not launch an attack. 

 

Over the city. 

 

The cold sweat of the bloodthirsty domineering flowed from the top of his head and looked at Lu Yang 

in a panic. 

 

Heixue said with a sullen expression: “How about we take the initiative to fight Lu Yang out of town, we 

can’t wait any longer.” 

 

The spirit and soul shook his head and said, “You must not leave the city. You found none. One of Lu 

Yang’s 7 legions was missing.” 

 

I didn’t know Lu Yang a few times during the Spring and Autumn Period and asked, “Who?” 

 

“The muddy wine is pouring, who have seen him?” Asked the eternal spirit, frowning. 

 

Bloodthirsty Domineering and Black Blood reacted at the same time. Of all the army commanders in Lu 

Yang, the muddy wine dumping is the most stable person. As long as he is given the advantage, there 

will be no overturn. 

 

“There must be something wrong,” Black Blood said. 

 

By the same token, Xia Yuwei and Jiang Ze also spoke out. 



 

“Boss, where did you let the muddy wine take our most **** 13 thousand brothers?” Bai Lang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a dim look: “Do you know when I got the Blackstone Fortress token, why did I give it 

away without thinking?” 

 

“Isn’t it because we didn’t have the strength at that time?” Bai Lang said. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “Get ready, we should attack.” 

 

Everyone was confused. Lu Yang said such a sentence without a word, but each of them immediately 

organized the team. 

 

On the head of the city, the eternal spirit and black blood saw Lu Yang move, and shuddered. 

 

“The whole army is on alert, the enemy is about to attack,” shouted the eternal spirit. 

 

The most elite shooters, mages, shield battles, and healings of the four guilds all gathered on the east 

wall of the fortress, with a total number of more than 200,000, and the reserve team inside the fortress 

had more than 300,000. 

 

“Hei Yan, is your mage unit ready?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Ready.” Hei Yan came to Lu Yang with 140 mage, including Mu Yu, love to eat braised pork and 

Nanfeng Zhiyi. 

 

At present, these 140 secondary forbidden spells have never performed a unified operation on the 

Terran, let alone used the secondary forbidden spell to bomb a fortress. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the eternal spirit and bloodthirsty two people on the head of the city. He was so 

excited that the enemies of the last life could finally find two of them. 



 

“The soul is eternal and bloodthirsty. Since the two of you are so willing to be a dog for Liu Jie, I will 

complete you today.” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

Black blood yelled, “You have the courage to rush up and talk nonsense there.” 

 

Divine spirit said forever: “Lu Yang, you will not be able to use the radical method. We have strongholds 

to defend, and we will never go out to fight with you.” 

 

White lion and bitter love came to Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss, the troops have assembled, let me take the lead.” White Lion said. 

 

“I’m coming,” said bitter love for a long time. 

 

… 

 

The six legionnaires appealed in unison. 

 

Lu Yang’s expression appeared on his face, his eyes tightly watching the bloodthirsty domineering and 

eternal spirit, saying: “Hei Yan, forbidden to siege the city.” 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan took the 60 fire mage out of the queue and said, “The target city head, the meteor fire 

rain 2 people overlap, let go.” 

 

The city head, which is 6 kilometers long, is within the range of meteor fire and rain. After 60 fire mage 

found their positions, they began to chant at the same frequency. 

 

Lu Yang said: “White Lion, bitter love for half a life.” 

 



“Here.” The two shouted excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Lead the team to siege.” 

 

“Yes, we must lay the fortress.” White Lion and bitter love returned to the team with excitement. 

 

Just as the two were preparing to attack, a violent wind broke out between the heavens and the earth, 

and the clouds were overcast over the Blackstone Fortress. 

 

“What’s the matter,” Black Blood asked. 

 

“Not good, it’s a secondary forbidden spell,” Eternal Spirit shouted loudly, “Pay attention to evasion and 

heal the blood.” 

 

After 10 seconds, the dark clouds over the city suddenly turned red, and countless fire meteors broke 

through the dark clouds and smashed into the city. 

 

The terrain on the city is empty. Players of the four guilds have no place to hide at all. They want to 

escape but are blocked by the crowd. They can only resist the meteor fire rain. 

 

“The Paladin opens the aura of magic resistance” 

 

“Treatment adds blood, add blood soon.” 

 

… 

 

There were shouts everywhere on the city, because the two mages were released at the same position 

and the frequency of attacks doubled. The players of the four guilds couldn’t help being destroyed by a 

large number of fire meteors. 

 



The white lion and bitter love half-life look at the opportunity together and shouted: “Iron brothers, kill 

~!” 

 

40,000 players equipped with pure gold under the leadership of the two launched an attack on the city 

gate, and under the wall, collectively took out the rope and threw it to the city head. 

 

“The whole army attacked me.” The White Lion personally led the team to climb the city head first, 

followed by the White Tiger and the White Wolf. 

 

The same is true for the bitter half-life. 

 

The bloodthirsty domineering and spirits fled to the towers forever. 

 

“Where did Lu Yang have so many forbidden spell mages, and our forbidden spell team, why not fight 

back.” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

The spirit said forever: “Fighting on the Red Flower Plains was attacked by Sun Yu’s Thunder Eagle 

troops, half of the spell was released and all died, and there is still 4 hours to cool down.” 

 

“Four hours?” The bloodthirsty bully slammed on the table. 

 

“Boss, the forces of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood come over, what shall we do.” The Alluring 

Demon ran in and asked. 

 

The soul is eternally desperate, so densely cursed fire meteor they can’t even go to the city to talk about 

defense. 

 

“Stick for 30 seconds, we have to defend the fortress even if we use the heap.” Bloodthirsty Batian said. 

 

There are more than 500,000 players in the city. He doesn’t believe that Lu Yang’s curse can wipe him 

out, but what he doesn’t know is that Lu Yang’s curse has this ability. 

 



Seeing the White Lion rushing to the top of the city for the first time, Lu Yang ordered: “The army 

advances 50 steps forward, listen to my order, 1.” 

 

“2” 

 

“3” 

 

… 

 

More than 200,000 people shouted in unison, took one step at a time, and reached the position 50 yards 

from Dongchengmen when they reached 50 steps. 

 

“Kill ~!” More than 200,000 people stood and shouted the last time. 

 

The white lion and the half-loving half-life who are siege have heard that the morale of killing the word 

in this life has risen to the zenith. 

 

“Brothers, the boss is cheering for us, Brother Brotherhood!” 

 

“Kill ~!” The 40,000 offensive troops were so murderous. 

 

Lu Yang said to Hei Yan, “All the mage groups came to me, and the mage launched two earth-shocks at 

my feet.” 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan issued an order. 

 

Two earth mages stood behind Lu Yang and used Earth Dragon. 

 

“boom” 

 



The ground shook violently, and a giant soil pillar with a diameter of 60 yards lifted to a height of 30 

yards. 

 

Another earth-shaking earthquake appeared, and the soil column rose again to a height of 60 yards, 10 

yards higher than the city wall. 

 

Looking down at the battle on the city wall, White Lion and bitter love half-life with 40,000 troops 

jumped onto the city wall, but the meteor fire rain has been released, the two sides are fighting 

together. 

 

On the 16 15-meter-wide stone ladders leading from the city to the city wall, players are constantly 

rushing to the city under the command of Bloodthirsty and Eternal Spirit. Qing players waited there. 

 

“Knight in black, are you ready?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

The knight in black is the best of the 18 space-time mages. Lu Yang gave him the black hole ban. 

 

“Boss, I’m ready.” 

 

“Nanfeng knows it ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Are you ready?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Ready.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “OK, aiming at their inner city, I hit the middle, Nanfeng Zhiyi and Hei Yan hit the left, and 

the black knight hit the right.” 

 

“Yes.” The three responded together. 

 

The curse, the reason why it is called curse, is because he can play a key role in the war. 

 



The four men chanted a spell at the same time. The violent magic elements were surging in the air, and 

the dark clouds on the city were thicker. 

 

The White Lion looked up at the sky and couldn’t help swallowing. “Oh my god, what is this boss doing? 

It’s scary.” 

 

The range of the flames burned is 2,000 yards, the range of Crazy Thunder Prison is 500 yards, the range 

of black holes is 1000 yards, and the range of Hei Yan Prison is 500 yards. 

 

After 30 seconds, the four spells were completed simultaneously. 

 

“Forbidden spell, flames burn out” 

 

“Crazy Thunder Prison” 

 

“Black hole” 

 

“Hei Yan prison” 

 

Four colors of light burst out suddenly from the depressed black cloud. 

 

300,000 players in the open area of the outer city suddenly appeared at their feet with a flame skull of 

2000 yards in diameter. 

 

“What is this.” 

 

“Run, it’s a curse.” 

 

“Fire is forbidden.” 

 



The crowd fled to the sides quickly, but the crowded team made them run very slowly, and on the left 

side, black flames and purple lightning dropped from the sky, and a huge black hole on the right 

appeared out of thin air. 

 

All enemies within the scope of the black hole were swept in and died instantly. 

 

300,000 players have nowhere to hide at this time, the front and back are the city walls, the left and 

right sides and the middle are forbidden spells. 

 

“Add blood, add blood.” 

 

“Knight is invincible.” 

 

… 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 454 - Lay the fort 

  

The official live view of Second World. 

 

Overlooking from a high altitude, the reserve teams of the four major guilds in the outer city area were 

shot blank, and at least 100,000 people died in these four forbidden spells. 

 

The team of eternal spirit on the city wall temporarily lost its reinforcements, only more than 10,000 

people were trapped near the city tower, while the white lion and the half-life-loving 40,000 troops have 

all landed on the city head, respectively on the left and right sides of the city tower. 

 



The walls of the Black Stone Fortress are very wide. Game wars are different from real wars. To make it 

easier for defenders, the walls are 30 meters wide. 

 

The Blackstone Fortress is wider, reaching a diameter of 50 meters, counting the back of the tower, it is 

100 meters. 

 

The white lion said: “The white tiger and the white wolf guarded the passage to the city wall, and others 

seized the tower with me and opened the gate.” 

 

“Yes.” White Tiger and White Wolf each took 2,000 people away. 

 

A reddish light flew from outside the city into the city walls. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Lu Yang appeared in front of the White Lion. 

 

“Boss, why are you here?” White Lion asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’m here to send them four in person. You take a storm and bring me a turret.” 

 

“Yes.” The White Lion nodded excitedly and shouted, “The whole army charged.” 

 

The White Lion personally led more than 10,000 people to attack the enemy in the direction of the 

tower. The enemy in front of him placed a 50-meter-long shield array on the wall on the side of the 

tower, for a total of three floors. 

 

“Inflammation” 

 

Lu Yang was surrounded by flames and turned into an 8-meter-high red-red flame. 



 

“The Great God of Fire …” 

 

Ten seconds later, the spell was completed in Lu Yang’s mouth, and the troops guarding the side of the 

tower with one finger. 

 

“Meteor Falls” 

 

The dark clouds in the sky fiercely turned red, and at the reddest time. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The dark clouds burst, an oversized fire meteor with a diameter of 80 meters, fell from the sky with a 

harsh burst of air, and went straight to the troops on the left side of the tower. 

 

“Dodge, dodge quickly, it is a curse.” 

 

The defensive city demon and poinsettia shouted in excitement, but they were on the left and right 

sides of the city wall, the white lion in front and the half-loving half-life behind, they could not be 

evacuated. 

 

The allure demon watched a huge meteorite and knocked him straight. 

 

“boom” 

 

The meteorite hit the center of the crowd, and everyone within a distance of 100 meters stunned for 10 

seconds. 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 



Lu Yang’s mouth spelled out that a red meteorite with a diameter of 3 meters fell from the sky at a 

speed of one second. 

 

Unlike other players who follow Lu Yang to get honor with Orcs, Lu Yang’s level is level 50, and the 

equipment changed is also a level 50 honor set. 

 

The whole body is covered with intellectual gems. Lu Yang’s actual magic damage is more than 5000 

points, and the level 5 meteorite impact damage is nearly 1,000 points. Combined, the combined impact 

of each meteor impact in Lu Yang is about 6000. 

 

A shield armor warrior has more than 10,000 points of health. When hit by a meteorite, the meteorite 

will roll over him and cause 3 damages. 

 

“5879” 

 

“5766” 

 

… 

 

The shield battle, which had been hit by meteor falling into residual blood, was attacked by the impact 

of a meteorite, causing an instant death and injury. 

 

The White Lion saw that the shield array had broken and rushed into the enemy array with people. 

 

Inside the watchtower. 

 

The bloodthirsty domineering, eternal soul, black blood and a few spring and autumn are hiding in it. 

Seeing Lu Yang personally broke their last hope, the bloodthirsty domineering shouted: “Lu Yang, I will 

never let go your.” 

 



Lu Yang snorted coldly and said, “Blood thirsty, when you besieged the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers, 

did you ever think that today, the cycle of heaven and retribution are unhappy, it is time for you to 

repay the debt.” 

 

No one knows that Lu Yang actually talked about the last life. In retrospect, his army was blasted by 

bloodthirsty hegemons and spirits forever with a curse, and Lu Yang’s eyes became blood red. 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

Crimson fire meteors with a diameter of 3 meters smashed into the tower. 

 

The white lion and bitter love half-life and so on have all looked dumbfounded. In the live broadcast of 

the world, the four leaders of the defending city were blocked in the tower. 

 

If the bloodthirsty tyrants and the eternal spirit are eternal, they will be fine after a second, but the 

equipment of the four people hit the blood gems of the whole body, each person has more than 

100,000 blood. In the face of Lu Yang’s attack, they They can only be carried one by one. In this room, 

they can’t even run if they want to run. 

 

After 10 consecutive meteorites. 

 

“Flame Elf, listen to my call …” 

 

On the other side of the tower, Han Liu raised his staff and groaned. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

In the crimson clouds, the meteor fell like raindrops. 

 

“A curse?” 

 



“The enemy still has a curse.” 

 

“Run.” 

 

I don’t know who shouted first, and the goalkeepers who were on the verge of collapse fled, revealing 

the gate winch in front of the tower. 

 

The white lion, bitter love half-life, Twilight Knife and others led people to the winch position, and 

turned the winch reasonably. 

 

“Booming” 

 

5 meters thick and 20 meters wide granite city gates slowly rise. 

 

Lu Yang stood at the head of the city and shouted, “Brother Alliance, the whole army is attacking.” 

 

Waiting at the door, Jiang Ze, Sun Yu, Xia Yuwei, and Zhou Tianming shouted in unison: “Iron brothers, 

kill ~!” 

 

More than 200,000 Jagged Brothers players rushed into the city like a tide, and at this time, players in 

outer areas had just reacted in the curse. 

 

Tu Feng and the logistics team did not join the battle, but quickly picked up gold equipment on the 

ground. The players killed by Lu Yang were the closest group of people to the city wall. After death, a 

piece of gold equipment was dropped. 

 

Inside the watchtower. 

 

“My gear.” 

 

“My gear.” 



 

… 

 

People like Bloodthirsty Heaven and Eternal Soul have blood, and they screamed anxiously when they 

saw the behavior of Tu Feng. 

 

When they did n’t know what to do, all of a sudden, Che Yu sent a message to the spirit eternity, saying, 

“Boss, it ’s not good, our inner city was attacked by the muddy wine of the Brotherhood of Iron and 

Blood, and the **** wanted Can’t hold it. “ 

 

The spirit was eternally frightened, and said in a panic, “How is this possible, how can the enemy appear 

in the inner city.” 

 

Che Yu said: “Quickly unlock the inner city transmission restrictions and let other legions to help.” 

 

The spirit replied eternally, and quickly lifted the restrictions. At the same time, a message was sent to 

the commanders of the army: “Fly to the inner city immediately, and an enemy sneaked into the inner 

city.” 

 

City of St. Gall. 

 

The air traffic control and the queen Mei Shi are gathering troops, and they have gathered 50,000 

people. When the two were preparing to take the troops to use the fort to return to the city and roll to 

the outer city, the eternal news arrived. 

 

“Good boss, we will take 50,000 people to support it.” The two immediately sent a message to their 

men, at the same time took out the fortress to return to the city roll, crushed the seal and started 

counting. 

 

“10” 

 

“9” 



 

… 

 

“1” 

 

System Prompt: Your Blackstone Fortress is occupied by the Iron Brotherhood 

 

The light of time and space on the air traffic control and the Queen of the World and the 50,000 players 

gathered together disappeared instantly. 

 

System prompt: Teleport failed, you don’t have a garrison to teleport 

 

The air traffic controller and the queen Mei Shi looked at each other, and at the same time saw the look 

of horror in each other’s eyes. 

 

The same system prompt also appeared in the player dialogue bar of each Shenwu tribe. For a moment, 

the morale of the players of the Shenwu tribe fell to the extreme, and the spirit of eternity fell to the 

ground and said to himself, “I lost. “ 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian frowned and asked, “What happened to you, what happened?” 

 

The eternal soulless mumble continued to mumble and did not care about the bloodthirsty 

domineering. 

 

On the other side, Lu Yang also received a system prompt: Congratulations to the Iron Brothers Alliance 

for successfully laying the Blackstone Fortress. 

 

This message also appeared in the dialogue bar of each player of the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

“Have we laid the fort?” 

 



“we won?” 

 

“Won.” 

 

The Jagged Brothers players are all confused. 

 

Lu Yang came to the tower and said loudly, “The muddy wine dumping has successfully brought the 

inner city with people, replaced the fortress order, everyone listened to the order, wiped out the 

enemy, and cleared them all out of the fortress.” 

 

“Kill ~!” The morale of the Jagged Brothers League instantly increased to the limit. 

 

After speaking, Lu Yang stopped looking at the war below and walked into the tower. 

 

Bloodthirsty domineering, black blood, and several times in spring and autumn saw Lu Yang coming and 

immediately watched Lu Yang ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~, and the spirit is still in a state of loss. 

 

“Lu Yang, it’s not over yet, we won’t let you go.” Hei Lihei said in black blood. 

 

Lu Yang raised his right hand and aimed at the black blood for three consecutive bursts to kill the black 

blood. 

 

“What are you doing.” Several times in spring and autumn, he rushed to kill Lu Yang. 

 

“Fire Snake Bondage” 

 

Nine fire snakes trapped Spring and Autumn several times in place. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 



Lu Yang touched his head several times during the Spring and Autumn Period, and died several times 

during the Spring and Autumn period! 

 

“Lu Yang, what do you mean.” Bloodthirsty Batian asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, reading the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

The soul is dead forever! 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said with a grimace: “Lu Yang, I have fight with you.” 

 

For a while, the phantom flashed, and Bloodthirsty Batian launched the charge ability to Lu Yang. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian just arrived in front of Lu Yang and was trapped in place by a red fire chain. 

 

There was a despair in the bloodthirsty domineering heart, he knew that he was not Lu Yang’s 

opponent, and now there was only a dead end. 

 

Just when he thought that Lu Yang would kill him, Lu Yang did not do anything, but sat aside with a 

smile. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian frowned and asked, “What do you mean, Lu Yang?” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t speak, but just waited quietly. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian felt that nothing was right, and said, “Lu Yang, what are you going to do?” 



 

Lu Yang said, “Separately, I killed three of them, but left you to talk for so long. What would Wang Teng 

think, what would happen to Liu Jie?” 

 

The bloodthirsty domineering like falling ice cave, said, “Lu Yang, you are so cruel.” 

 

For the first time, Lu Yang’s complexion revealed, “Blood-thirsty, I will let you taste the most painful 

experience in life, and I will let you never stand up.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 455 - Black Wolf Hills encounter 

  

“Lu Yang, you will never succeed. Players from the Celestial Guild and Blue Crystal Guild are on their 

way. When they arrive, you will definitely lose.” Bloodthirsty Batian said. 

 

Lu Yang chuckled and said, “Liu Jie made his own cocoon this time, and Blue Crystal and Tianyu knew 

that his price hike had returned with their respective troops. You don’t have to imagine it.” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully is dumb. 

 

After 10 minutes. 

 

The muddy wine dumplings, Xia Yuwei, White Lion, Tu Feng and other legion chiefs came to the gate 

building together. 

 

“Boss, we won, all the four guilds in the city were killed by us.” Zhuo Jiu said excitedly. 

 



“How much was seized,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng said: “There are nearly 40,000 sets of gold-grade equipment and more than 50,000 sets of 

silver-grade equipment.” 

 

Including the previous seizures, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has seized more than 70,000 sets of 

gold equipment from the four major guilds in this war. 

 

At this time, the two sides’ combat strengths were compared. Lu Yang had 170,000 sets of gold 

equipment. The four major guilds only had about 170,000 sets, and the equipment of the two sides was 

flat. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Bloodthirsty Batian and said, “Go back and tell Wang Teng that I will ask him to have a 

decisive battle outside of St. Gall in the morning.” 

 

A cloud of flame lit in Lu Yang’s hands. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

Bloodthirsty Death! 

 

“Boss, we will fight tomorrow!” Asked bitterly for half a lifetime with excitement. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I will not fight tomorrow, but now. All silver players will stay in the city and 

be commanded by the muddy wine. Others will take me to the Huayu Fortress, Tianyu and Blue Crystal. 

Wan reinforcements have arrived. “ 

 

Zhou Tianming asked curiously: “How did they come to Blue Crystal and Tianyu.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Here I ran, and ran for 6 hours.” 

 



Just now Lu Yang asked the bloodthirsty domineer to tell Wang Teng to paralyze Wang Teng. When Lan 

Jing and Tian Yu left the main city, Lu Yang received a message from Han Zhong and Jin Buhuan at the 

same time. 

 

This includes the personnel, pharmacy and equipment of the two guilds. 

 

“Can I still have combat power after running for 6 hours?” Sun Yu asked. Running in the game does not 

consume physical energy, but long and tedious running will make people feel very uncomfortable 

mentally. 

 

“Where are they now?” Jiang Ze asked. 

 

Lu Yang opened the three-dimensional map and projected it on the table of the tower, pointing at the 

junction of the plains and hills on the east side of the Fortress of Huayu, saying, “For another hour, the 

two guilds will meet at the Black Wolf Hills. These two guilds. “ 

 

“Hey, the equipment of the brothers has fallen again.” Said bitterly for a long time. 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Lu Yang said to Zhuojiu: “Be sure to let the troops guard the city at the head of the city, and drive away 

all players within 100 yards of the fortress. No one is allowed to inquire about the news.” 

 

Lu Yang did this to prevent being discovered by Wang Teng. If Wang Teng hardened his belt to attack at 

this time, Lu Yang might not be able to hold the fort. 

 

“Boss rest assured that I personally patrolled the Red Fortress so that everyone could see me and think 

we were on defensive rotation.” Zhujiu said. 

 

“With you defending the city, I have the bottom of my heart. Tell my brothers that if the defending city 

gives points to the guild, I will not treat any player who sincerely pays for the Brother League.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 



Muddy wine nodded. 

 

Lu Yang told Xia Yuwei and the White Lion, “The whole team, this is the last battle of the Holy City War. 

We defeated the blue crystal and the heaven. The four guilds will become lonely ghosts, and Wang Teng 

will surely persecute them. Four left the holy city. 

 

If we lose, Blue Crystal and Celestial enter the holy city, we will have to face a joint attack of six guilds 

with 270,000 gold equipment and more than 300,000 silver equipment. By then we will lose all the 

fortresses of the holy city. You will also lose the Sirius Fortress of the Wolves. Brothers, come on in the 

last battle. “ 

 

“Yes.” Xia Yuwei nodded with the bitter half-life and others. Before that, they still felt very relaxed. After 

hearing Lu Yang’s words and thinking of the importance of this war, everyone returned to the army with 

a serious face and began to gather their men. 

 

Not long. 

 

After 170,000 gold troops were assembled, after the heads of various corps told their men the 

importance of the war, the eyes of 170,000 people became fierce again like a wolf. 

 

The various teams used the fortress to return to the city and flew to the Huayu Fortress. After gathering 

at the military site outside the city, Lu Yang stood on the viewing platform and shouted: “Brothers, 

destroy the two guilds to create a good upgrade environment. After this battle, I will attack together, 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. “ 

 

“Kill ~!” 170,000 people shouted in unison. 

 

Xia Yuwei, White Lion, half-bitter love, Sun Yu, Zhou Tianming, and Jiang Ze shouted together: “Everyone 

runs forward.” 

 

At this time, the sky was dark, the bright moon in the sky was covered by dark clouds, and the sky was 

dark. Lu Yang led his troops to the Black Wolf Hills overnight. 

 



Han Fei sent a message and said, “Brother, that female reporter from Xinfeng TV wants to interview you. 

He asks you when you have time.” 

 

Lu Yanggang refused but smiled, and said, “Tell the female reporter that today the war is over, and I’m 

organizing the troops. If she wants, I can write a battle book for Wang Teng. I hope that Wang Teng can 

meet with him tomorrow morning I fight decisively, and I automatically leave the Holy City if I lose, and I 

will win all the fortresses. “ 

 

Han Fei immediately understood what Lu Yang meant, and said, “I’ll tell him now.” 

 

World Channel. 

 

The whole human race is all chaotic. No one had expected that the bloodthirsty tyrants and the eternal 

soul would be defeated by Lu Yang one by one under the absolute advantage. 

 

“The bloodthirsty bully is really too proud of himself and acting too thoughtless. He was interviewed on 

the way to the war, exposing their position, and deserved his failure.” 

 

“I can’t understand how black blood and a few spring and autumn times were ambushed on the plain. 

Didn’t the two guilds send out scouts?” 

 

“Isn’t Eternal Spirit a think tank? More than 100,000 people haven’t even held up for 20 minutes. The 

next four guilds are finished.” 

 

[World Channel] Xinfeng reporter Qiao Mengmeng: This station got the latest news. President Lu Yang 

officially issued a decisive battle report to Wang Teng and the four major guilds through our reporter. 

Mr. Wang Teng and the four presidents dare to fight. 

 

World Channel is uproar again. 

 

“The courage of the four presidents has been broken. Do you dare to fight?” 

 



“This time I watched a good show, and Lu Yang screamed. The Chairman of the Fourth Assembly didn’t 

know whether he was guilty of being scolded, or dare to go out to die.” 

 

… 

 

Holy city, inside Wang Teng’s office. 

 

Bloodthirsty, eternal spirit, black blood, and several times Spring and Autumn were sitting on the sofa 

on the side of the room without saying a word, everyone seemed cautious. 

 

Sitting at the back of the office, Wang Teng, with a deep cold in his eyes, said, “Four presidents, let’s 

talk, what to do.” 

 

The four did not speak, and the bloodthirsty domineering expressions of the past were gone, and their 

heads were full of panic. 

 

Wang Tengmeng slammed the table and shocked the four of them. He said sharply, “Nearly half a 

million people can’t hold a fortress. What do I want you to do? Look at the messages on the World 

Channel. They almost scold us as fools and cowards . “ 

 

The spirit said forever: “This can’t blame us, who knows that there is a secret passage under the Black 

Stone Fortress, and the turbid wine poured suddenly with 20,000 gold troops to attack, what can we 

do?” 

 

“Then you grab it back for me.” Wang Teng was even more angry. 

 

The four bowed their heads, lost three games in a day, and lost two fortresses. The morale of their 

players was extremely low, and they had no ability to fight at all. 

 

The bloodthirsty tyrant said arrogantly, “Now what is the use of these things, you tell us what to do 

next, as long as we don’t **** our guild, everything will listen to you.” 

 



Wang Teng snorted and said, “Last chance, the 100,000 gold troops of the Blue Crystal Guild and the 

Celestial Guild still have 2 hours to reach the Huayu Fortress. I plan to let them enter the holy city late 

tonight, early tomorrow morning. Together, your five guilds attacked Luyang, with a total of more than 

600,000 troops. If you still ca n’t win, you do n’t need to say that you know how to do it. ” 

 

The bloodthirsty bully eyes brightened ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ said: “We can definitely win.” 

 

The spirit eternally nodded with black blood and a few spring and autumn. 

 

Wang Teng snorted and said, “Isn’t Lu Yang going to fight, just right, I also want to find a way to paralyze 

him, each of you will send a world message to tell the full service player to decide the battle tomorrow 

morning.” 

 

“Yes.” The four nodded together. 

 

[World Channel] Bloodthirsty Domineering: On behalf of the Bloodthirsty Alliance, I announced that I 

accepted Lu Yang’s challenge. Tomorrow will be outside the city of St. Gall. 

 

[World Channel] Eternal Spirit: … 

 

… 

 

The four announced the news on the World Channel at the same time, causing another sensation. 

 

Flower language on the plain. 

 

Lu Yang is taking the 60,000 vanguard, and marching forward quickly with the blessing of Sun Yu’s wind 

elves and all the acceleration scrolls. The black wolf hills have appeared in front of him. 

 

He sneered at the news of the bloodthirsty bully and said, “It’s a bunch of stupid people who want to 

use this botched method to deceive me.” 

 



“Hey, I really want to see how Wang Teng and Bloodthirsty Domineer look like after we have completely 

wiped out the sapphire and Tianyu.” 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

Black Wolf Hills. 

 

It is named after all the 35-level black wolves in the map. The hills are not high, but the terrain is very 

special. There are many low-level craters in the hills all over the green grass. 

 

The crater is only 10 meters high, and the terrain around the mountain is gentle. Players can easily run 

up. The **** in the crater is also very gentle. The mountain is not deep, only about 5 meters. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone ambushed into the crater, and Han Sha took the scout team to the front to 

monitor the enemy.” 

 

“Yes.” Han Sha took Han Yu and others into the hills. 

 

But I just walked in less than 10 minutes. 

 

Chapter 456 - Make up for 

  

Lu Yang lifted a sigh of relief, asking in surprise: “Are you sure that all 100,000 people have assembled?” 

 

“OK, 100,000 gold players, Han Yu and I checked them together.” Han Sha said. 

 

Lu Yang murmured to himself: “How could it be so fast?” 

 

“Boss, is there something wrong?” Zhou Tianming asked. 

 



Lu Yang said: “The 100,000 players in Blue Crystal and Tianyu are gathering troops less than 10 minutes 

away from us. They are ahead of schedule.” 

 

Jiang Ze frowned and said, “It is estimated that the presidents of the two guilds heard the news of 

defeat here, and used the acceleration scroll to march here in advance.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “It should be so.” 

 

“Then what do we do, fight or not.” Jiang Ze asked. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes revealed a stern look, saying: “Hit, you must fight. If we retreat now, once found by the 

enemy, the two guilds will definitely avoid fighting. If it is dragged to tomorrow, we may lose. Everyone, 

get ready and listen to my orders. “ 

 

“Yes.” Jiang Ze immediately arranged for his men to prepare. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Han Sha and said, “Open me a video sharing, I want to see the situation 

opposite.” 

 

Han Sha nodded and sent a video connection request. 

 

Lu Yang clicked to agree, the screen flashed, and Lu Yang saw the picture in front of Han Sha’s eyes. 

 

The end of the Black Wolf Hills. 

 

The boss of the Blue Crystal Guild, the blue sky and the boss of the Celestial Guild, the Celestial War 

God, are leading the team forward. 

 

A row of 50 people, one player on each side and the middle of each row is holding a crystal lamp. The 

pure white lights are endless, and the end cannot be seen at a glance. 

 



However, the team at this time was a bit untidy, and many people did not walk according to the 

formation, but followed the list languidly. 

 

“Boss, we have been walking for six hours, how long will it take.” Asked an elite player behind God of 

War. 

 

“Hey, brother, it’s two hours away to Huayu Fortress. Our brothers are taking advantage this time. As 

long as the Huayu Fortress and Warm Water Fortress are laid, we can unify the entire city of St. Gall.” 

God of War said. . 

 

The blue sky frowned and said, “Can we do this? The order that Wang Teng gave us is to enter the city 

by night, and fight against Lu Yang tomorrow morning.” 

 

Tianyu War God snorted coldly and said, “Wang Teng also told us that the guild will always be under our 

management. Look at the good things he and Liu Jie have done. The bloodthirsty bully and the spirit are 

eternal after this war. I am afraid It’s about to merge. “ 

 

The blue sky nodded and said, “I’m angry when I mention this, just listen to you. We sneak attack on the 

flower fortress overnight, and then go to the hot water fortress. You and my brother are one by one. By 

then, Wang Teng can’t help us. “ 

 

The Celestial God of War said proudly: “At that time, the four guilds merged, and I would ask Wang Teng 

to merge the four guilds into two guilds, both of you and me. You have to support me.” 

 

The blue sky smiled and said, “Of course it is the best.” 

 

Han Sha has been standing 15 yards in front of the two of them, listening clearly to the conversation 

between the two, and Lu Yang. 

 

“The two **** really plan.” Lu Yang said, he wanted to understand. No wonder the two would reach 

their destinations in advance. It turned out that they had their own plans. If they really made them 

successful, Wang Teng would Reunification of St. Gall’s city really has to do as the two said. 

 



Han Sha asked: “Brother, would I and Han Yu and these two chairmen together for a second.” 

 

If Han Sha and their 12 stealth academy killers shoot together, the blue sky and the God of War will die, 

but there are exceptions to everything. If there is anything to save your life, the blue sky and the God of 

War will immediately lead the team to retreat. Wait until tomorrow morning to do as Wang Teng 

orders. 

 

“Don’t worry, you look at the side, I want to see their military arrangement.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay.” Han Sha walked to the side of the team to observe. 

 

The 100,000 people who came were all golden troops, and the light on the armor was even brighter 

under the shining of the crystal lamp. 

 

First Row Mage 

 

Second Row Mage 

 

Third Row Mage 

 

… 

 

20 consecutive rows, all are mage. 

 

Lu Yang blinked his eyes sharply and said, “The blue sky and the God of War in the sky, you two are 

really trying to die.” 

 

Exiting the video connection, Lu Yang told Jiang Ze and Sun Yu around him: “Special forces are ready, we 

will defeat them in one attack.” 

 

Jiang Ze saw Lu Yang’s expression on his chest and asked, “Is there any good way?” 



 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Tianyu and Blue Crystal have committed the taboo of war, and actually put 

the most elite mage team in the first row. I have accepted this gift.” 

 

“First row?” Jiang Ze said in surprise. “Why would they do this, this wave of charge will kill their 

important output.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “The two thought that when the Huayu Fortress was down the city, a direct 

wave of output would destroy all our garrisons ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~, and then broke into the city’s 

mage team to control the resurrection point. Indeed, the sneak attack was slack. The fortress has a 

100% success rate, but he doesn’t know we have arrived. “ 

 

Sun Yu and Jiang Ze glanced at each other and said with excitement, “Let’s call someone here.” 

 

Sun Yu has a squad of thunder eagles and Jiang Ze has a squad of 50 violent warriors. Not only that, but 

the vanguard following Lu Yang has Hei Yan’s secondary forbidden mage group. Among the 140 mages, 

60 fire mages can use secondary forbidden spells. The earth mages of the earth mage and the time and 

space barriers of the mage of time and space have also cooled down. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Han Sha: “Has the enemy sent out scouts?” 

 

Han Sha said, “I haven’t seen it for a while. I don’t think there will be this position. It will take more than 

two hours to run from Huayu Fortress normally. Why can’t they walk for another hour before sending 

out scouts.” 

 

Lu Yang was right when he thought about it. The enemy came from a long distance. How could it be 

possible to send scouts after walking for 6 hours in the no man’s land? Only players like him who have 

experienced many wars in the last life would think so much. Only 4 months. 

 

“Monitor closely and let me know if there is a problem.” 

 

After closing the interphone, Lu Yang personally conducted a final inspection of the players ambushing 

into the hills. After redeploying according to the direction of the Heavenly Guild and the Blue Crystal 

Guild, red lights appeared in the distance. 



 

Han sofa news told Lu Yang: “Brother, the enemy is here.” 

 

Lu Yang looked to the direction of the lights in the distance. His eyes were full of fighting spirit. It is 

always his strength to fight less and play more. This time he hit 60,000 to 100,000, which was 

unexpected. There are so many top-level skills. He has Absolute confidence. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 457 - 1 pick 2 

  

The voice of the **** of war in the heavens came from a distance. 

 

“Hey, everyone said that this Luyang war fought brilliantly, and he was blown online to become the first 

God of War in St. Gall. I’m going to see this time. He was killed by the two of us. What can he do?” 

 

“What God of War, but he has brazenly beaten a few shrimps,” said one of the Gods of War. 

 

The blue sky said: “It won’t matter for him to grab the two fortresses. Our troops can be transferred 

from the two main cities in a steady stream. In addition, the bloodthirsty tyrants and the eternal spirit 

attack them together. Lu Yang I am afraid that he will have to flee to Haihuang City. “ 

 

The Celestial God of War laughed loudly, and even the troops behind him laughed. 

 

“Hoo ~!” 

 

A gust of wind blew across the hills and across the face of the Celestial God of War. He frowned and 

said, “Strange, how the wind is blowing.” 

 



The blue sky looked up to the sky, dark clouds covered the moon, and the dark night sky could see 

nothing. 

 

Just when the two were curious, their large force just reached the middle of more than 10 circular hills. 

 

Suddenly, more than 10 circular hills lit up with pure white light at the same time, and 60,000 players 

held crystal lights at the same time. For a time, the entire hills were illuminated by lights. 

 

Both Sky God of War and the clear blue sky widened their eyes while being frightened. On the top of the 

circular mountain less than 80 yards on the side of the two, Lu Yang stood up and said loudly, “Two 

presidents, I have been waiting for you for a long time. “ 

 

“Who are you?” Tianyu Ares asked in panic. 

 

“Under Luyang.” Lu Yang held up his right hand and shouted, “Iron Brotherhood.” 

 

“Kill ~!” 60,000 people shouted in unison. 

 

Sun Yu and Jiang Ze each took 30,000 people to dive down from the craters on both sides, heading 

directly to the Celestial War Gods Army, instantly breaking the two guild troops into three sections. 

 

100 Thunder Eagles appeared above the heads of the Celestial War God and the clear blue sky, and a 

group of 20 Thunder Eagles. 

 

“Thunder” 

 

100 Lightning Lights hit the two and 500 Lightning Mage behind them. 

 

“450” 

 

… 



 

Masters with more than 30 levels of gold equipment had less than 5,000 health points and were 

attacked by the thunder of the group. They instantly killed nearly 500 masters. 

 

Jiang Ze jumped forward in front of the Celestial God of War and the clear blue sky. 

 

“Death Whirlwind” 

 

A whirlwind of purple soul light appeared in front of the two. 

 

Heavenly War God was about to dodge, and another 50 violent battles fell beside them. 

 

“Furious Cyclone Slash” 

 

The blue sky and the God of War were inevitable, and they were instantly killed by the cyclone. 

 

“The whole army attacked forward, crushing their mage units.” Jiang Ze shouted as he turned. 

 

Players using Whirlwind are in a state of magic immunity. The remaining 1,500 or more guilds are the 

most elite wizards. In the face of Jiang Ze and 50 violent battles, they cannot output even the highest 

magic damage, and they can only evade them. Wait 30 seconds before attacking. 

 

Hei Yan stood at the top of the crater, watching the enemies’ fleeing mage troops shouting, “The mage 

of time and space prepares, and the barriers of time and space give me a captive.” 

 

“Yes.” Eighteen space-time mages came out, each selected a range, and said a spell at the same time. 

 

“Space-time barriers” 

 



Eighteen hexagonal masks emitting the light of time and space covered all 1500 mages. It was just that 

Jiang Ze’s whirlwind chopped in front of them. 

 

1500 mage flashing, blazing fast, time-space conversion and other skills have lost their effect, can only 

watch as they were killed by Jiang Ze and his 50 violent battles using cyclones. 

 

“Pretty sleepy.” Jiang Ze turned back to Hei Yan and gave a thumbs up, and continued to lead the army 

to attack. 

 

This is the importance of special skills. 18 space-time mages and 51 fighters killed more than 1500 

mages. 

 

There was a flash of light. 

 

The Death God of War and the Blue Crystal were both resurrected at the same time and looked back at 

the battlefield. At this time, their troops had been beaten and chaotic. 

 

Heavenly God of War slammed his thigh hard and said annoyed: “Damn, I knew I would have listened to 

your commanders at all levels in the middle of the team. This is all over and the command is dead.” 

 

The blue sky was also regretful, saying: “Let’s quickly order the troops to retreat, how much can we 

withdraw.” 

 

Tianyu Ares nodded, just about to send a message, but heard a voice that scared the souls of the two. 

 

“Two presidents, where do you want to withdraw.” Lu Yang sneered in front of the two. 

 

Tianyu Ares looked at Lu Yang in horror and said, “You, how are you here?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s the president of the Grand Guild. It must be a little life-saving. I guess you two will die 

if you die. Sure enough.” 

 



Celestial War God and the blue sky are extremely scared. 

 

“Lu Yang, you wait for me. This time it’s not over. I will definitely come back to get revenge on you.” 

Heavenly God of War turned and ran. 

 

The clear blue sky immediately ran in the other direction. 

 

“flicker” 

 

A white light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in front of the two, with a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

Two crimson flame chains tightly wrapped the blue sky and the **** of war in the same place. 

 

“The two presidents, why, if you leave a ruthless word and want to run, you two look down on me too 

much.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“You …” The Celestial God of War was so angry that the red light on his body lifted the control state, and 

he took out his two-handed sword and hacked it towards the landing Yang Yijian. 

 

Lu Yang shook himself and hid, pointing his left hand to the God of War. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

A large fireball hit the head of the Celestial God of War and backed him down two consecutive steps. 

 

“10866” (Critical Strike) 

 



A total of 50,000 HP in the Celestial War God didn’t care about this damage, and the big sword in the 

back two steps held straight to Lu Yang. 

 

“charge” 

 

A phantom flashed, and the Celestial War God’s Sword went straight to Lu Yang’s chest with fire. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang’s body glowed with a reddish light, and the sword tip of the Celestial War God was 

less than 1 cm away from Lu Yang. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The crimson light smashed the Celestial God of War to a distance of 20 yards behind him. 

 

“I fight with you.” The clear blue sky turned on the invincible halo to release the control effect, and 

held the two-handed sword straight to the back of Lu Yang. 

 

A reddish light appeared on Lu Yang and flew to the position 10 yards behind the God of War. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

The light flashed, Lu Yang appeared at the place where Can Yan was, and the spell was spoken in his 

mouth. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

The clear blue sky struck Lu Yang’s phantom. 

 



“Miss” 

 

“Where are the Luyang people? Www.mtlnovel.com ~ The God of War has just stood and found that 

Lu Yang disappeared in front. 

 

The blue sky shouted, “Behind you, behind.” 

 

Tian Yu war God turned around fiercely, a large fireball flew through the air, hit him on the face with 

precision. 

 

“10686” (Critical Strike) 

 

Two consecutive times were hit by Pyroblast on his face. The Celestial God of War was so angry that he 

stood and looked at Lu Yang and shouted, “I must kill you today.” 

 

The blue sky ran to the **** of war in the heavens and said, “Let’s go together.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s just you and you don’t deserve it.” 

 

After a brief fight, Lu Yang has figured out the strength of the two. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 

A reddish light flew in front of the two. 

 

“activation” 

 

Lu Yang suddenly emerged from the residual flames, and the spell was spoken in his mouth. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 



 

The blue sky and the God of War are trapped again by Yan Yangsuo. 

 

“Yanyang mask” 

 

Lu Yang himself ignited a crimson flame hood, inflicting a lot of damage to two people every second. 

 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

A crimson meteorite fell from the sky, centered on the two of them, and then rolled backwards. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

Lu Yang crashed the two men backwards, causing them to enter the meteorite attack range again. 

 

Meteorites that have been rolling for 10 seconds, the God of War and the blue crystal have withstood 5 

seconds. At this time, the two have more than 20,000 points in their health. 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

A sky fire struck the two from the sky. 

 

“8686” (Critical Strike) 

 

Both had less than 10,000 points of blood. 

 

“Remnant Flame” 

 



Lu Yang again launched Can Yan to the two of them, pressing his right hand on the ground, and a black 

ripple appeared on the ground. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

The two were stunned by the flame storm, killing more than 5,000 blood at the same time. 

 

“Blazing Bird” 

 

Chapter 458 - Great victory! 

  

Looking at the bodies of the two, Lu Yang had no expression on his face. The two men in the previous 

life did not participate in the siege of him. Lu Yang did not have a special impression on the two. 

 

Looking up at the battlefield, after Tian Yu and Lan Jing lost all their commanders, although the two 

guilds had 100,000 people, they were completely chaotic. 

 

Coupled with the sneak attack at night, the hills seemed to be full of lights all around. Everyone seemed 

to have people with the Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers. The two guild players who were unsure of 

the state could only fight hard. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the hills and said to Hei Yan around him, “The mage attacked, a group of 20 people, 

and the secondary forbidden spell was released at will.” 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan chanted the spell with 60 flame mages at the same time. 

 

The dark clouds in the sky once again became as thick as in the Black Stone Fortress, and the thick black 

clouds seemed to be able to press over the head of a person. 

 

After 30 seconds, the mage completed. 

 



“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

60 people groaned at the same time, pointing the staff forward. 

 

For a moment, the dark night was illuminated by red light, the dark clouds in the sky glowed fiery red, 

countless fire meteors descended from the sky, and smashed into the sky and blue crystal array with a 

harsh whistling sound. 

 

“This is a secondary forbidden spell. Let’s run away.” 

 

“Retreat, the bosses are dead, run away.” 

 

“Keep your golden gear, quickly withdraw.” 

 

… 

 

60 secondary forbidden spells over 1200 yards, and more than a third of the two guild players are in the 

skills. 

 

In the face of this devastating skill, the players of the two guilds could no longer resist, and the scattered 

ran away. 

 

Jiang Ze was leading the charge, and it took less than 1 minute for the violent whirlwind to cut and 

watch the enemy run away with a curse and yell excitedly: “The whole army is attacking, follow me.” 

 

“Kill!” Sun Yu issued the same order. 

 

On the black wolf hills, dark nights, red clouds, fire meteors, flames across the ground, deserters, and 

chasers are as colorful as oil paintings. He is more impressive than any master’s paintings. 

 



As the twelfth guard, Han Meng stood at the outermost side of Lu Yang. He took out the camera system 

and took this beautiful picture. 

 

After 1 hour. 

 

Xia Yuwei, White Lion and Zhou Tianming rushed to the battlefield with a player of 110,000 gold troops. 

When they saw the scene was a mess, White Lion asked: “Boss, what happened.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “After an encounter, Tianyu and Sapphire arrived an hour earlier than we expected.” 

 

Everyone froze. 

 

Xia Yuwei said in surprise: “Where are they?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It has already been won, Sun Yu and Jiang Ze are chasing it. I don’t know where the two 

boys are chasing, and they are not coming back.” 

 

“I won.” The white wolf said silently. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Yeah, I won.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, Sun Yu and Jiang Ze ran back from a distance with large troops. They saw Xia 

Yuwei before they arrived. Sun Yu proudly said, “You are late, the enemies have been destroyed by us.” 

 

Xia Yuwei saw the appearance of Sun Yu’s children, and could not help but give him a brain collapse, and 

said, “Yes.” 

 

“Sister, I was wrong.” Sun Yu immediately sold Meng. 

 

Everyone laughed. 



 

Jiang Ze said: “We counted on the way back, and we got nearly 15,000 sets of gold equipment, which is 

a big win.” 

 

“How many people have been killed,” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “It should be all dead, and the most alive are hundreds of people.” 

 

“Hey, it’s time for Wang Teng to be dumbfounded, and the bloodthirsty bully has no chance at all.” 

White Lion said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said: “The entire army will return to the city for rest. Tomorrow we will fight the 

final battle and drive Wang Teng and the four guilds out of St. Gall.” 

 

“Yes.” White Lion, Xia Yuwei, and others all showed excited expressions on their faces. If they 

succeeded, they would unify the city of St. Gall and completely reject all enemies from the Garrison 

Fortress. 

 

A flash of light flashed through the security zone of St. Gall, except for leaving the necessary defensive 

players, the rest went into the hotel offline to rest. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Wang Teng is sitting in the office with Bloodthirsty Batian and others waiting for news, looking at the 

watch on his hand, just before 10pm. 

 

Wang Teng’s face was full of excitement, saying: “The four of you entered a special space with me. We 

will discuss the battle plan for tomorrow morning with the God of War and the blue sky.” 

 

People like Bloodthirsty Sky and Eternal Spirit have taken this as their last life-saving straw, and quickly 

clicked into the special space. 

 



The screen flickered ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ In a special office-like space, Wang Teng sat on the main 

seat, and four people, such as Bloodthirsty and Black Blood, sat on his left. 

 

The two swords flashed, and the Celestial War God and the blue sky appeared in the special space at the 

same time, but they looked at each other with embarrassment in their eyes. 

 

Wang Teng laughed and said, “Two brothers, it’s really hard for you. After running for 6 hours, you can 

rest assured that this time I won, I will definitely divide two forts to give you two.” 

 

Tianyu Ares embarrassedly smiled and didn’t speak, and the blue sky looked down. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian and Eternal Spirit are even more embarrassing than them. They have always looked 

down on the two guilds, but now they are asking them to help fight. 

 

“Two brothers, tomorrow’s war will be won. It’s a bloodthirsty owe to two people. If you ever find me 

something, I will help you.” 

 

The **** of war in the heavens embarrassedly arched his hand and said, “President Bloodlust doesn’t 

need to be so polite, that, I …” 

 

Wang Teng saw the expression of the God of War in the sky and frowned, and asked, “What’s wrong, is 

there something wrong?” 

 

The blue sky and the **** of war in the sky could not speak to their throats. Looking at the eyes and the 

frowning expressions that the bloodthirsty tyrants and eternal souls looked forward to, and Wang 

Teng’s frowning expression, blue sky stiffly said, “Sorry, we can’t Helped. “ 

 

Wang Tengmeng’s eyes widened and asked, “What’s going on, how can I not help.” 

 

The blue sky said: “Just now, our troops were ambushed by the Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers, 

100,000 troops were overwhelmed, and we were killed back.” 

 



If the four bloodthirsty tyrants and the eternal spirit were struck by lightning, they lost their hearts and 

stunned on the chair, and Wang Teng was incredible. 

 

“What did you two say?” Wang Teng asked again. 

 

Chapter 459 - Withdraw from Wang 

  

The evasive explanations and pale language made the bloodthirsty and heavenly souls eternal, black 

blood, and a few spring and autumn four angry in despair. 

 

“What did you say? Whoever watched the video didn’t know that the fortress that we were cast by Lu 

Yang with the curse, how could you be attacked by the curse, it is clearly your waste.” Hei Xue cursed. 

 

The spirit, perpetually pressing on the black blood, said: “This is the end of the matter, President Wang 

will tell us what we should do next.” 

 

Wang Teng stared coldly at the blue sky and looked at the Celestial War God. After thinking for a while, 

he said lightly: “How long would it take for the two guilds to visit St. Gall’s town again?” 

 

The God of War and the clear blue sky looked at each other, both with a look of embarrassment in their 

eyes. 

 

“Mr. Wang, the morale of the brothers who were beaten was extremely low. After 6 hours of running, 

the entire army was wiped out, and I couldn’t stop them from coming again.” Tianyu War God said. 

 

The blue sky said, “Me too, I can’t come.” 

 

As soon as Wang Teng was stagnant, he meant to find two more people to fight again, but he did not 

expect that the two would directly refuse. 

 

Bloodthirsty Batian said sarcastically: “Two people, if you say such a * word, you dare to say it.” 

 



“What do you feel after running for six hours to ambush, my brothers are complaining about me, after 

all, not to help you four,” said the blue sky uncomfortably. 

 

The bloodthirsty bully wants to talk but is held down by the spirit forever. 

 

“Mr. Wang, here you are, what do we do?” Asked the eternal spirit. 

 

Wang Teng smiled helplessly and said, “What else can I do? You four can’t beat Lu Yang, and those two 

can’t tell you. Tell me what I can do.” 

 

The six chairpersons, such as Bloodthirsty Dominator and Celestial War God, all showed an awkward 

look. 

 

“Let’s go and leave the city of St. Gall. While the transfer can be made now, your four guilds will 

collectively teleport to other main cities tomorrow. I’ll ask Jie Shao for specifics.” Wang Teng said. 

 

“Okay.” The eternal four nodded together. 

 

“That’s about the equipment,” the eternal spirit tentatively asked. 

 

Wang Teng didn’t speak, and left the assembly line. 

 

After 20 minutes. 

 

In Liu Jie’s private villa, Wang Teng reported the details of the war. 

 

Liu Jie shrugged his shoulders and said with a European-American voice: “It looks like I underestimated 

the game. It doesn’t matter. It is also good to end the war in this way. We can use this to bring six guilds 

Put it all together and leave it to you to do it, no problem. “ 

 



Wang Teng said immediately: “Jie Shao, please rest assured that I must complete the integration task 

and then kick six of them out of the guild.” 

 

Liu Jie nodded with satisfaction and said, “If you have any questions, please contact me at any time. I 

believe in your ability.” 

 

“Thank you Master Jie.” Wang Teng breathed a sigh of relief, returned to the studio opened by the 

company, and put on a helmet to enter the game. 

 

Looking at the six presidents who are still waiting in the special space, Wang Teng said, “I have asked Jie 

Shao for instructions. He asked us to leave here. Early tomorrow morning, all guilds will retreat to the 

free city of Milan.” 

 

The spirit asked eternally: “Can the guild merge not be merged.” 

 

Wang Teng sneered and said, “What’s the joke? You promised me yourself. If you can’t keep the 

fortress, you will merge and ask what else.” 

 

The spirit eternally bowed his head and said nothing, the blue tendons on the neck of the bloodthirsty 

bully were exposed but could not say a word, the black blood and several times of spring and autumn 

were helpless. 

 

Tianyu Ares said: “In fact, the merger is also good. If you can merge, how could your four be defeated so 

badly.” 

 

Wang Teng said: “You are right, so this time I am going to merge their four guilds into your guild.” 

 

Tianyu Ares eyes brightened and said, “I am very welcome.” 

 

The soul eternally cursed a fool. 

 



Wang Teng said: “Very well, so it’s settled. I will talk to Lu Yang about the withdrawal of the army 

tomorrow morning.” 

 

If he could, Wang Teng wanted to take more than 500,000 players from four guilds on foot from St. Gall 

to Beifeng City. 

 

8 am the next morning. 

 

When the players just entered the game to continue watching the game, a message quickly spread 

among the crowd. 

 

“Have you heard? Last night, Lu Yang broke the blue crystal of Hannibal City and the 100,000 gold joint 

forces of the North Wind City Skyspace Association with 60,000 gold troops in the Black Wolf Hills. 

 

“seriously.” 

 

“There is a picture and the truth. Go to the forum and see. The picture is too beautiful. I heard that this 

photo was bought by the game official. The price is 10,000 credits.” 

 

“Oh my god, this picture is so beautiful, red night.” 

 

“Lu Yang is too arrogant. Isn’t the two people lying on his feet not far in front of him the Celestial War 

God and the clear blue sky?” 

 

… 

 

This photo was taken by Han Meng. It was handed over to Tu Feng and hanged on the Internet for 

publicity. I did not expect the official to buy the copyright. 

 

When Wang Teng got up early in the morning, he was looking for Lu Yang to discuss the resignation, and 

his face was green when he saw this photo. 

 



[World Channel] Lu Yang: Wang Teng, all the players in the Jagged Brothers League have been prepared, 

how long will it be on your side. 

 

Wang Teng couldn’t wait to kill Lu Yang. He personally came to the door of the iron brothers’ union 

office building and was about to meet Tu Feng who was going out. 

 

“Wang Teng, what are you doing?” Tu Feng recognized Wang Teng at a glance. His suit and tie were too 

special. 

 

“Troubleshoot your chairman, and say I have something to say to Wang Teng.” Wang Teng said. 

 

Tu Feng said, “I’ll send a message to ask.” 

 

Lu Yang was forming a team inside the Huayu Fortress, and received a message from Tu Feng: “Yes, I 

invite him to enter a special space.” 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang appeared in the special space, and then another light flashed, and Wang Teng also appeared in 

the room. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Wang Teng’s face and wished to kill him with his own hands, and asked, “What’s 

wrong with me?” 

 

Wang Teng said with a smile: “Chairman Lu Yang, misunderstandings before, we have realized the 

strength of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, so I’m here to make peace.” 

 

“Speak peace?” Lu Yang sneered, and said, “Don’t tease President Wang. You were fighting endlessly 

yesterday. You have to talk peace today. Are you the idiot who is a bloodthirsty bully?” 

 

If Wang Teng wins yesterday, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood will be swept out of the holy city, and all 

five forts will be lost. 



 

Wang Teng smiled awkwardly and said, “That’s the case. I’m really talking about peace, and I know you 

are great. I want to take everyone out of St. Gall.” 

 

Lu Yang guessed that Wang Teng had said this, and asked with a smile: “Yes, if you are willing to quit, we 

may still be friends. You came to me for this?” 

 

Wang Teng’s eyes brightened and he said, “It’s not just for this matter. I’m going to take everyone to 

Beifeng City this time. If there is a strike, I hope you don’t attack my troops on the road.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “You take someone to Beifeng City and come and hit me again in the future. You should 

be stupid.” 

 

“No, we have invested too much in Beifeng City, so we ca n’t give up, but I promise you that my guild 

will never conflict with you in the future. You must know that the previous hatred was bloodthirsty. 

Batian, the spirit of eternity and the black blood hate you, now I want to merge their several guilds, and 

then kick them out, all of them out of this guild, you said, at that time, are we still enemies? “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled playfully and said, “You are not afraid that I will tell them four of what you told me.” 

 

Wang Teng said with a smile: “I know that President Lu Yang hates the four of them more than I do. In 

fact, I hate them too. The four of them can’t beat you all, but it hurts me to lose the face of the boss to 

the extreme. If not, Jie Shao tried to protect me, and his relatives had to be laid off. We are on the same 

front now, and I want to get them off. “ 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and thought for a while and said, “Okay, I also hope that the two assholes, 

Bloodthirsty Domineering and Black Blood, will die the better. Since you are willing to take the shot, I ’ll 

help you. You can go to the north Windy City, I guarantee that no one dares to touch you on this part of 

the holy city, but in exchange, you must give it to Hannibal City, otherwise I will fight in the future and 

you and I will have war. “ 

 

Wang Teng gritted his teeth and said, “This is fine, give me some time ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ I will 

advise Blue Crystal to leave Hannibal City.” 

 



Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction and said with a smile: “General Manager Wang, to be honest, in the 

future, you and I will inevitably have to fight again in order to compete for the position of human boss, 

but no matter what the future, I must now Help you kill the bloodthirsty bully and the black blood. “ 

 

Wang Teng saw Lu Yang’s way of talking for the first time and smiled awkwardly. “Thank you very much, 

President Lu Yang, I will leave first.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Walk slowly and don’t send.” 

 

Watching Wang Teng withdraw from the special space, Lu Yang immediately sent a message to Duojiu 

Qingren and Xia Yuwei. 

 

“All members enter special space.” 

 

All the lights flashed, Xia Yuwei and more than 20 people all appeared in the space. 

 

“Boss, is there any news?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Just now Wang Teng looked for me, he decided to confess and quit Saint Gall.” 

 

“It’s great, I finally won.” People such as Zhuojiu and White Lion said excitedly. 

 

Zhou Tianming asked: “Boss, did Wang Teng say which main city to go to?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled again and said, “Beifeng City.” 

 

“What.” White Lion’s eyebrows twisted together and said, “Isn’t it just by our side? It will be 6 hours.” 

 

“Co-author, he also wants to fight with us.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 



“Then we can’t let him go, unless he goes to the new main city, the old one definitely won’t work.” Xia 

Yuwei said. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “I promised him, I told him, I used his departure for Hannibal City, and I 

protected his troops in the Holy City from being attacked.” 

 

“Why Boss,” asked Duo Jiu Qing and others puzzled. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Simple, because I only guarantee that he will not be attacked in the holy city, and I have 

no guarantee that he will not be attacked in Beifeng City.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 460 - Red Flame Lion Troops 

  

“Boss, do you want to hit his troops in Beifeng City?” Asked bitterly for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Yes, I plan to concentrate their firepower on their golden troops when they 

enter the Beifeng City area, and destroy as many as they can.” 

 

“Why.” White Wolf didn’t understand. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Stupid brothers, in order to slow down the speed of the entire Beifeng City, as long as 

they can stop them 50,000 people, Wang Teng will not have enough strength to lay down all the 

fortresses around Beifeng City, and we can delay One day, we can have one more day of development. “ 

 

“But how do we get there?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “With mounts, I’m going to give our oldest 3,000 players a free mount mount.” 



 

Xia Yuwei said in surprise: “Boss, that requires a lot of money.” 

 

The official price of a reins of a mount is 100 gold coins, equivalent to 30,000 credits. If 3,000 people are 

equipped with mounts, it is equivalent to 90 million credits. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The money is a little bit more, but I can still get it out. Didn’t I let Tu Feng rent out the 

shops along the coast of Haihuangcheng, and now I have received a return, Tu Feng, please tell me.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “A total of 102 million credit points have been received for annual rent.” 

 

“So much.” Everyone couldn’t help but take a breath. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s not much. We have less money now. There is no way to treat them equally. We can 

only raise the brothers who first followed us to fight the world. Without their desperation, there will be 

no iron brotherhood today. “ 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Besides, tell me more than 10,000 brothers for me. In the future, I will also buy their 

mounts. I will not treat any of them.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said with emotion: “Boss, you no longer treat them badly. These more than 10,000 brothers 

now play the role of squadron captains in our various legions, and all of them have become the captains 

for salary.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and didn’t speak. Money was just a number for him. If he lived for money in this life, 

relying on the smithy and pharmacy, he would have earned the wealth of prosperity for three lifetimes. 

The key is Lu Yang. What is needed is not money, but to completely defeat Liu Jie. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Let’s go to Tu Feng to get the money. The list is at Tu Feng. You take people to buy reins, 

remember not to reveal our identity, otherwise, we are the unlucky ones.” 



 

The crowd nodded, and each withdrew from the channel to summon their hands. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Wang Teng began to gather troops, and announced the defeat on the World Channel, and the four 

guilds withdrew from the Holy City. 

 

Not only the entire holy city, the entire human race fell into chaos in Wang Teng’s announcement, the 

migration of a whole 500,000 players, can be immediately occupied and ruled by any main city. 

 

Just when everyone was worried, Wang Teng announced: “The whole army retreated to Beifeng City.” 

 

Holy city, inside Wang Teng’s office. 

 

Soul eternally frowned and asked, “General Manager Wang, you are sure Lu Yang promised you, how is 

this possible?” 

 

Wang Teng thought, how did you know that I betrayed the four of you in exchange for Lu Yang, and said, 

“You do n’t need to worry about this. Hurry up to gather troops. The 230,000 players wearing gold gear 

must follow us. Others More than 300,000 silver players are willing to go together, and will 

automatically resign if they do not want to. “ 

 

Players wearing gold equipment are “slaves” who have signed an agreement with Wang Teng. They 

must leave if they don’t leave, otherwise they have to return the gold equipment. However, most 

people have exploded the gold equipment, and the current gold A set of equipment requires 30 gold 

coins, and no one wants to spend this money to redeem themselves. 

 

Soon, 230,000 gold players collectively agreed to follow the guild to leave the holy city, and 300,000 

silver were also willing to follow. 

 

More than half a million people immediately started to gather, and the entire holy city fell into chaos. At 

the same time, not only ordinary players, but also many merchants also decided to leave. They were all 



merchants who cooperated with the four major guilds. The friends and relatives who followed these 

500,000 people into the game are all counted, and nearly 1 million people are leaving together. 

 

Inside the stables next to the king’s castle. 

 

I spent half my life watching the scenes of coquettishness outside and said, “This scene is so shocking, it 

really feels like watching a movie.” 

 

Sun Yu said: “Poor, when they are attacked by us, they have to come back.” 

 

Zhuojiu said solemnly: “Brother, don’t be sorry for them. Imagine that if we are defeated now, these 

people in front of you are your friends and brothers. Will Wang Teng forgive us then?” 

 

Sun Yu shook his head, his eyes became sharp, and said, “Thank you, Brother Zhuojiu, I know what to 

do.” 

 

“Where is the boss?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “It seems to be doing what task, I don’t know.” 

 

Winter wind valley. 

 

Lu Yang is chatting with Obak, a goblin master. 

 

“Hey, brother, let me tell you a secret. I want to restore the goblin family.” Obak said with longing in his 

eyes. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is a good thing. If there is anything I need, I am willing to help.” 

 

Obak said with a smile: “Go to Bissell, the specific things he and his family are doing.” 



 

Lu Yang said: “When the war is over, I will look for Bissell. If I need help, I will do my best.” 

 

Obak said, “Thank you very much, our goblin will pay you enough gold coins, yes, this time you come to 

me for something.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Two things, the first is to supplement my sentry tower materials, and the second is to 

build some large sentry towers that will allow players to rest inside and not be attacked by external 

enemies, are there? “ 

 

Obak proudly said, “My brother, you are so coincidental. I just developed a batch of new sentry towers ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ If you need, just give me 100 gold coins and I can sell them. Give you a goblin 

robot that makes this kind of sentry tower. “ 

 

Lu Yang did not hesitate to take out 100 gold coins and gave them to Obak. 

 

“The deal.” Obak handed over the robot No. 2 to Lu Yang with satisfaction, saying, “Special stone 50 

gold coins to build one, you need several groups.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Stones are not needed, my God, my warehouse is full of stones saved by mining.” 

 

Tu Feng has been arranging the low-level trumpet members who joined the guild to collect materials in 

the mine to get points, and enough points can allow them to exchange for skill books and primary 

equipment. 

 

At present, the most important thing in Lu Yang’s guild is primary equipment, skill books, and various 

primary materials. 

 

These are the results of years of accumulation and accumulation over the years. 

 

Obak said indifferently: “Well then, don’t forget to go to Bissell after the war.” 

 



“Rest assured, I won’t forget.” Lu Yang took out the fortress and returned to the city roll, flying back to 

the city of St. Gall. 

 

Just after landing, Lu Yang sent a message to Han Sha: “Has all the equipment been brought?” 

 

“They all brought it,” Han Sha said. In the hands of their 12 siblings, there were 3,000 engineering 

parachutes. 

 

“Where are Jiang Ze?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“It is bringing together 290,000 gold troops in the Huayu Fortress.” Han Sha said. 

 

Lu Yang took out the fortress and returned to the city to fly to the inner city of Huayu Fortress. On the 

head of the city, he found Jiang Ze and Zhuoju Pour Dumpling. 

 

“Boss, I have bought the reins, and 3,000 people are catching the Red Flame Lion at the crater.” Xia 

Yuwei said. 

 

Jiang Ze asked: “Will it be too late, now Wang Teng’s men have begun to migrate.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Relax, we have time to play with them.” 

 


